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Poll: McConnell
should oppose
U.S. troop surge
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) — About half of Kentuckians thins
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell should oppose a plan to send mom
American troops to Iraq, according to a new poll.
Conducted Feb. 8-14 by The Courier-Journal
of Louisville, the Bluegrass Poll asked 801 adult
Kentuckians by phone whether they approve of
the way McConnell is handling his job and
whether they think McConnell should support or
oppose President Bush's plan for a troop surge in
Iraq. The poll has a margin of error of plus or
minus 3.5 percentage points.
The poll found that 52 percent of Kentuckians
questioned said that McConnell should oppose the
troop surge, while 40 percent said he should supMcConnell
port it. The rest were undecided.
Meanwhile, 54 percent of respondents either strongly or somewhat approved of McConnell's job performance, while 23 percent
strongly or somewhat disapproved. Another 23 percent had no
opinion.
McConnell told the newspaper he wasn't "terribly surprised- by
the poll results about Iraq.
"I'm not surprised that people are skeptical and are not satisfied
(given) the lack of progress. I'm not satisfied ... and I'm sure the
president isn't, either. That's why he ordered this different
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Special to the Ledger
Members of local law
enforcement recently received
training on animal related issues
during two training sessions
arranged by the Humane
Society of Calloway County.
Three primary topics discussed
included enforcement of local
animal ordinances and state
laws that pertain to animals, animals found to be in critical
health situations and the link
between domestic violence and
animal abuse.
The
Police
Murray
Department hosted the training
sessions and guest speakers
included Drs. Terry Canardy
and Marty Wynn, veterinarians
See Page 2A
from the Murray Animal
Hospital, City Attorney Warren
Hopkins, County Attorney
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
David Harrington and Humane Murray resident Patrick Holcomb and his two sons, Noah, left, and Gabriel, take advantage of
Society
President
Tom warmer temperatures and sunshine Monday afternoon to get in some playtime at MurrayRottinghaus.
Calloway County Central Park. In the background is new playground equipment just installed
Members of the Murray
youngsters like the Holcombs to have
Police Department, Calloway Monday by the Park Department's maintenance staff for
County Sheriff's Department, some fun. Though not completed, the equipment should be fully installed and ready to go
Kentucky State Police and the before spring.
Calloway County Animal
Control Officer participated in a
question and answer session on
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— More than half the Kentuckians suranimal-related topics commonly
veyed for a new poll disapprove of President Bush's job performdealt with in Calloway County.
ance, and 60 percent don't like the way he has handled the war in
Canardy and Wynn provided
Iraq.
training for recognizing medical
Fifty percent said they disapprove of the presiemergencies when dealing with
dent's handling of the overall war on terrorism,
animals that have been left in a
according to the Bluegrass Poll conducted by The
hot car or animals suffering
He pointed out that the Courier-Journal.
of the audit to board members
TOM BERRY
from extreme cold. Attendees By
during a meeting Monday night, department should hire a full- or
Writer
Fifty-five percent disapprove of the job Bush is
learned that these two emer- Staff
An audit of the books at the Martin, of Malin, Colson, Hale part-time worker or redistribute doing, the poll showed.
gency situations require immeMurray-Calloway
County & Henderson of Murray, said the responsibility to someone
The president's previous job-approval low in
diate action to prevent the death
Parks reveals that the department has grown sig- within the office, to take over the Bluegrass Poll was 50 percent, in September
of the animal and reduce the risk Department of
the bookkeeper is doing a good nificantly during the past 20 part of Hudson's record-keeping
2005. The new poll is the first time a majority of
of permanent damage to the anijob handling taxpayer money; years and, although he could see and money-handling responsi- those surveyed disapproved of his performance,
mal's internal organs.
Martin no problem whatsoever in veter- bilities.
Bush
the newspaper reported Tuesday.
Proper methods of cooling or however auditor Bobby
"You're getting a lot bigger
is
recommending
there
be a an office clerk Betty Hudson's
The rating is also the lowest of any U.S. president since the poll
warming the animal were disdivision of labor when it comes record keeping or handling of and you need to segregate those
first asked such a question in 1987. The previous low was 46 percussed as well as the importance
to keeping department records the department's funds, he said things. I think it's time you give cent for Bill Clinton in June 1994.
of getting the animal to a veterihandling finances to avoid there should be a division of that some consideration,"
Bush's high point in the poll was 87 percent, in March 2002, six
narian immediately. "An over- and
labor between record keeping
potential trouble.
heated dog with an internal temAfter laying out the numbers and handling fmances.
II See Page 2A
perature of 105 degrees is an
II See Page 2A
extremely critical situation that
must be reversed immediately
or irreversible damage or death
could occur in as little as fifteen
minutes" said Wynn.
Normal body temperature for
a dog is 101.5 degrees. Dogs
pant to cool the body and can't
sweat like humans; therefore, if
the air temperature inside a car
is above 101.5 degrees. the dog
is breathing in air that is hotter
than its body temperature. The
dog quickly becomes overheated.
Rottinghaus added, -It is
usually a person who loves their
dog and takes it with them
everywhere they go, but they
don't realize just how fast a
car's inside temperature can go
from safe and comfortable to
120 degrees; a temperature that
can kill an animal in a matter of
minutes."
Overweight and older dogs
are even more prone to heat
TOM BERRY Ledger & Times
related issues, said Wynn.
Harrington and Hopkins RECOGNIZING HUMAN RIGHTS: Dr. Marvin D. Mills Sr.. above left, and his wife, Eunice, listen as Dr. C.B. Akins Sr., pastor of Lexington's First Baptist
reviewed the legal issues for any Bracktown Church, speaks dunng the City of Murray-Dr. Marvin D. Mills Sr. Human Rights Community Breakfast at Murray State University's Curris Center
police officer or animal control Monday. The event attracted about 150 officials, MSU faculty, staff, students and others to hear Akins speak concerning progress in the area of human right
officer who finds it necessary to
in the U.S. Also, Dr. Mills and Murray Human Rights Commission Chairman Doris Clark-Parham, right photo, present the inaugural Dr. Marvin D. Mills Sr.
forcibly enter a vehicle to rescue
contnbutions to human rights as a businessman, president
distress. Human Rights Community Award to Tung Dinh. Dinh was honored with the first-ever award for his
animal
in
an
of the Calloway County Character Counts Coalition and other community-focused human rights contributions. The breakfast was taped and will air in its entirety at 8 tonight and Wednesday on Murray Electric Systems Channel 15.
MI See Page 3A
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Bush's approval
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SheriffFirePoliceLogs

Awards are presented for acts of civility

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A deputy recovered stolen property when a truck was parked in
a held on Fox Road at 7:37 p m Monday.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
•A fire was reported at 7:54 p.m. Monday on Bethel Road. CCFR
responded to the small chimney fire.
Murray State University Police Department
• An officer was out for traffic control at U.S. 641 and Tom's Grill
at 3 a m. Saturday as Murray Police Department worked an
injury crash_ Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room
personnel reported an injured MSU student at 3:12 a.m.
• A cnminal mischief report was made at 11:45 a.m. Saturday
because a MSU truck parked west of Stewart Stadium had a window smashed The truck was moved to a shop for security.
— Information ts obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

ATLANTA(AP)— Construction worker
Wesley Autrey, who was called a hero for
saving the life of a teen who fell onto the
subway tracks in New York City, now has a
new distinction — this one for "conspicuously civilized behavior."
Autrey, who last month jumped onto the
subway tracks to save 19-year-old Cameron
Hollopeter from an oncoming train, is
among the winners of the 2006 Civics, an
award given by the two-person watchdog
group Amencans for More Civility.
Another special award went to the Amish
ui Nickel Township for comforting the fain-

ily of the man who killed Pennsylvania
school children in their midst. The award
noted simply,"grace exists."
Former Abilene Reporter-News Editor
Glenn Dromgoole and writer Alan Gibson,
of Jasper. Ga., announced their ninth annual
Civics Awards.
Also among those honored were U.S.
Sen. Joe Lieberman, California Gov. Arnold
Scharzenegger and actor/director/producer
Clint Eastwood.
Bob Schieffer of CBS News was honored
because his "reassuring demeanor proved
that news need neither be pumped nor

anchored, just reported." Civility also was
noted in the Missouri U.S. Senate race
between Republican Jim Talent and
Democrat Claire McCaskill,the winner. The
campaign was honored for being rancorfree, a tribute to both candidates.
Also honored was tennis pro Kim
Clijsters who smiles, signs autographs,
doesn't pout and wins anyway; Lois Hatton,
a columnist from South Dakota who
reached across the racial divide to salute
whites who have embraced black history
and progress and Stephen Miller, an authoressayist who refused to let face-to-face conversation become a declining art.

Letters sent to prevent exodus
III Recommendation heard ...
from Presbyterian Church (USA) From Front
1.111
Ky
[he ducat ol hurches departing
front the Icruisville-based
Presbyterian Church oU.S A
has betonie so serious that leaders have issued a letter asking
diem to stay
At least eight churches have
kit since last summer's General
Assembly, which iipened the
drxir to ptissible iiilli114(11111S 01
homosexuals and voted to
receiYe. though not endorse.. a
report that recommends. remi.
nine and tither unconventional
language lot the divine ['runty
The Rey Clitton Kirkpatrit K.
the clerk ot the denomination
who write the letter to other
cortgregatiiiiis, said the level
dissatistattion with the dirndl
I'. disconcerting
'There's no question that the
vast inarority II Presbyterian

t hurt hes are going to stay in the
Presbyterian Chun.h
Kirkpatrick said. -ibuti I think
Rill,
. is It io 111.111'. -any
it the Evangelical
I
Presbyterian Church. based in
I isilii.i vlft h . are working
with a
014(vs
Presbyterian( hurch
titim the
Ow New Wineskins
S
Association ot Churches. to
4105eil/11 strategy tor ..'hut*, he'.
I. 4k mg to make .1 111‘.s
The (IC 14.4111110 choral:. are
Icy. compared to the Mine than
11,11ix.1 m the denomination. hut
they int lode sortie large and his

tonic congregations. Several
plan to join the Evangelical
Presbyterian Church, which is
preparing for as many as 100
such applications. None are in
the Lonisville area.
The Evangelical Presbyterian
Church, formed in 1981, has
received individual congregations in the past, but this would
be a larger, more systematic
effort to receive new churches.
The new presbytery would
need approval from the
Presbyterian
Evangelical
Church's
own
General
Assembly

II Poll: McConnell ...
From Front
.11/1)1k
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also said the poll question should have been framed

own Crier
NOTICE
III The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m today at city hall The
agenda includes reviews of
for
subdivision
plats
Riverfield Estates. Murray
Housing Authority. Falwell
Estates Unit III and Grove
Subdivision, an annexation
request from Casey and
Brenda Hines at 1641
,Wiswell Road West and a
discussion of possible text
amendment pertaining to
transient businesses
•Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet
at 5 30 p m today at Weaks
Community Center On the
agenda for the meeting is a
petition to close part of
Road,
Hopkins
Short
approval of ending financial
statements and tax settle for the Calloway
ments
County Sheriff's Department
under former Sheriff Larry
Roberts. a resolution accepting roadways into tine county
maintenance system and
board appointments
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Acilustmerts will
p m
4 7+0
meet
at
Wednesday at city hall The
agenda includes public hearings for conditio,nai use permit applications to allow
Stuart and Gitin,i SnUll to
reside on the ;promises of
their business at 124 N 15th
St and to allow frAir eon related people to live in a
single-family zone at 1402
N Fourth St. a request for
an additional wall sign at
Mason's Commons at 1608
Ky 121 North and a dimensional variance for front setbacks for some lots in
Rivertield Estates on Doran
howl South
• III To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

di!I ently
you tat Ii 111t1142 oil the funds for the troops?' My suspiis the overv.tielming maionty ot people of Kentucky would not
t
tato' tiilting oft turids tor the troops," McConnell said.
Mct .onnell. the minority leader in the Senate, has led the charge
in the 4.-nate to stip a %rite on a resolution disapproving of Bush's
plan to send 21.51M1 more tri sips to strengthen the Amencan present e in Baghdad
'.liters in an re-election bul next year. So far, no
I kin°,rat has annourked a run against McConnell. The vote on Iraq
will likely be a Lonsideratiiin tor voters, hut it won't be the defining
1,,tte by November 200X. Nittonnell said.
-( )h. Isk. I never take these things for granted," he said. "I have
out and earn the respect ot my constituents again. I'm pleased
that they gay(' me 65 pertent Ii the vote last time, but I know that
Flint dot. vit't eo uatantee anything for the next time
\Owls haYe unveil feelings about McConnell and his backing of
Bush's plan
I:at r Nriderson. a 411-‘,ear-old homemaker from Okolona, said
she thinks Mt( iinnell should oppose Bush on the war,
lust teel we have way bio many, per ple over there to begin
with allki V.e so 10,t
111.IIIS people already.- she said. "If we send
t(' asking for trouble."
that many more Iwiiple over.
I own., Ann Reynolds. a 51 ear old I)emocrat from Bowling
r 'teen said is MINIM' ..lh4 lilt the 14,1t, but said Mtt'onnell should suppoll the plan as 'Oil?! .1,1311‘111 president
I know the V.,t1 ill Iraq is not a ia‘orahle v‘ar.- she said. "But our
troops are over thel C If mg 1,, protect our freedom and . Mitch
"d,.( ormell should SA1111, %ill) i litishi on ii -

Martin said. "That was something that kept jumping up at me
again and again."
Board Chairman Bill Bailey
agreed. "When you grow you
need additional employees."
"We might not always have
Betty," said another board member with other board members
agreeing.
According to Martin's audit
for the fiscal year 2005-06 ending June 30, the department
reported total assets amounting
to $860,137 with liabilities
reported at $39,119 leaving net
assets at around $821,018.
Net assets invested in capital
was reported at $740,101. The
fiscal year ended showing a 23
percent decrease in receipts over
2005 ($493,783 to $637,468).
Excluding depreciation, Martin
said revenues in excess of
expenditures for fiscal 2006
were $106,986.
In other action, Parks
Director Matt Martin told the
board that there has been no
word on whether the board will
obtain 30-40 acres of land at the
intersection of Doran and
Wiswell roads for construction
of a new park in southwest
Murray.
"We haven't moved anywhere on it," Martin said.
"We're basically in a situation
where we just have to it back

and watt,'
Martin said should the donation fall through that the department would have to return any
state or federal grant money
applied for to develop a park
and that the construction of a
new park office would have to
be moved to the grounds at
County
Murray-Calloway
Central Park.
At least two board members
pointed out that park_ patrons
have indicated to them that they
would like to see the office
remain close to where it is and
not moved elsewhere. Martin
suggested scheduling a specialcalled meeting to discuss the situation in the future.
In other business, the board:
— heard a report from
Martin that a state grant deadline had been extended to allow
more cities and public entities to
compete for funds to improved
parks. Martin said he disagreed
with the extension because the
deadline had been set and the
department's application was in
on time. He noted that the funds
had been applied for to help pay
for playground equipment and
special events at the parks which
would now face stiffer competition.
He also. noted that he has
tiled a "long-shot" application
for $13,0(X)from General Mills,
Inc., to purchase new bleachers,

at Bee Creek.
"There's a slim chance we
will get what we asked for but
we might get something," he
said.
— was notified by Martin
that a disc golf tournament has
been planned for March 10 -1 I
at Central Park. A $20,000 grant
presentation concerning the new
facility is slated for March 22.
— honored former members
Bobby Stubblefield, Johnny
Gingles, Danny Hudspeth and
Hugh Massey for their work on
the board during the past year.
The four men represented
Calloway County Fiscal Court
and the Murray City Council
respectively.
— acknowledged the nearlycompleted construction of a new
department Web site
at
www.muffayparks.org. The new
Web site will feature new information about programs at both
parks and will allow on-line
sign-up for various sporting
competitions and other events.
"We've got a lot to add to it,
but it's more than we have had
in the past," Martin said.
The site also allows users to
send e-mail messages to department officials and board members concerning programs or
suggestions for improvement.
— entered into executive
session to discuss possible litigation.

•Bush's approval ...
From Front
terrorist attacks
months atr,..1 rho. seri I I
I he III ILL .1,, Pon was tonducted Feb k through 14. It interviewed mil !scum, ks residents age I k or older It has a margin of
; *". perLentage points.
error n It phis k II 0
-sporiderits didn't like the way Bush has hanA ritaioritv
per,crit said they support the presence of U.S.
dled the war. hut
military 114:1•‘,1111e1 in Iraq Sixty one percent said they oppose the
11I-4'SItii111 • plan to Int ream: by 21.500 the number of troops there.
Majorities ,a respimilents said that while they support the presinsp. in Iraq. they think Bush has handled the war
ent e ot
p,)orly and ,j1p,,si• his plan kir the so-called "troop surge." Even 59
percent ill those 54140 said they had close friends or family members
who have served ill hag or Afghanistan said they opposed putting
more troops into Iraq
Although 61 pert ern ot this group support the U.S. military preslike in Iraq. 57 pett ent said they disapprove of the way Bush has
handled the war Among all poll respondents, 46 percent said they
themselves. a tinnily member or a close friend had served in the war
/one since the terrorist attacks in 2001.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Trmes
PAST PARK BOARD MEMBERS HONORED: Calloway County Parks Board Chairman Bill
Bailey. second from left, honored former board members Hugh Massey, left, Johnny Gingles
and Bobby Stubblefield for their contributions to the parks system Monday night. The honorees, along with Danny Hudspeth, not pictured, were appointed to the board by the Murray
City Council and Calloway County Fiscal Court The four men were recently replaced with new
members from both councils

welcome nethAors./
We want to share our excitement about our

newly expanded MURRAY OFFICE! So we'd like to invite you to our
open house. Stop in and see

the new dlanges to our office

and meet some of your

bankers and neighbor. Take a look around. Have a sip of something. Sit a spell. Make yourself
comfortable. Come see just how neighborly a bank can be!
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Brothers arraigned in fatal
shooting of Mayfield man
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The funeral tor Mrs. Sarah Kathenne Mathis Duke will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
John Dale and Terry Morris will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday.
MAYFIFLD, Ky.(AP)— Police arrested Morrison.
Purchase Medical Center.
Mrs. Duke, 69, New Providence Road, Hazel, New Providence two western Kentucky brothers in the shootDistrict Judge Deborah Crooks told
The brothers, both of Mayfield, remained
community, died Monday, Feb. 19, 2007, at 12:55 a.m. at Spring ing death of Gerald Pittman Jr., 19, of in the Graves County Jail, Darien Dalton on Darien Dalton the $1 million bond was
Creek Health Care.
Mayfield.
a $1 million bond and James Dalton on a manly because of the nature of this." She
Darien Dalton, 18, was arraigned on a $500,000 bond.
A homemaker, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of
noted the defendant had no prior record as.
Pittman was shot four times around noon an adult. "But you started out with the most
Christ. Born Nov. 9, 1937, in Stewart County, Tenn., she was the murder charge Monday and James Dalton,
daughter of the late Cum M. Mathis and Edith Sills Mathis. Also 19, on a charge of complicity to commit Saturday at a house in southeast Mayfield serious charge," she added.
preceding her in death were one sister, Edna Barrow, and three murder, said Mayfield Detective Sgt. Bryan and died about 30 minutes later at Jackson
brothers, Max Mathis, Gene Mathis and Wayne Mathis.
Survivors include her husband, Richard F. Duke, to whom she
was married Dec. 23, 1955, in Corinth, Miss.; one daughter, Mrs.
Lerma Kay Henson, and two sons, Richard M.Duke and Paul Wayne
as pertinent questions to ask
Duke, all of Hazel; three sisters, Mrs. Juanita Barrow, Puryear, From Front
when investigating domestic
Tenn., and Mrs. Sybil Barrow and husband, Leon,and Mrs. Sue Sills
According to Hopkins, the violence.
and husband, Ronnie, all of Murray; four brothers, Darrell Mathis person who puts an animal in a
Rottinghaus cited several
and wife, Virginia, Murray, Norman Mathis and wife, Janet, Benton, life threatening situation is
programs that the Humane
Carter Mathis, Lexington, Tenn., and Ned Mathis, Jackson, Tenn.; responsible for any damage to
Society pays for and administers
six grandchildren, Damon Duke and wife, Jennifer, Millington, the car and any veterinary bills
that can directly help officers
Tenn., Allison Duke and fiance, Shawn Burgess, Mayfield, Matthew associated with treating the ani- who respond to animal or
Duke, South Carolina, and Kera, Kayla and Kenzie Henson, all of mal.
domestic violence related comHazel; two great-grandchildren, Mason Duke, Murray, and Ayden
He stressed the need for the plaints. "We have a program
Burgess, Mayfield; sister-in-law, Mrs. Evelyn Mathis, Paris, Tenn.; animal control officer and police called Pet Safe that will move
brother-in-law, Clinton Barrow, Hazel.
officers who respond to dog bite companion animals to a secure
complaints, to take immediate and confidential location when a
Mrs. Carrie O'Bryan
control of the dog and quaran- woman or child enters a spouse
A graveside service for Mrs. Carrie O'Bryan will be today tine it.
abuse center," he said. "Pets
(Tuesday) at 1 p.m. at the Murray Memorial Gardens. Rev. Hal
"State law requires that the aren't allowed in spouse abuse
Barrow will officiate.
animal be quarantined for a peri- centers so we take care of all the
Photo provided
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements, but od of 10 days to determine if it animal's needs until the pet's
veterinarian Dr. Terry Canardy
Murray
Animal
Hospital
no visitation is scheduled.
has rabies. The only way to owners get out and back on their
addresses local law enforcement officials on health issues,
Mrs. O'Bryan, 90, Peoria, Ill., formerly of Benton, died Friday, avoid quarantining the animal is feet.
with animals that they may deal with in the course of their
Feb. 16, 2007. at 4:15 a.m. at Peoria.
if its owner can prove through
"It's bad enough that a child work.
A retired cook at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, she was of veterinary records that the ani- has to witness domestic violence
Baptist faith.
mal is up to date on its rabies and gets uprooted from the some help from one of these deal with animals, make investiHer husband, Theodore O'Bryan; one son, Charles Thomas vaccination," said Hopkins. home and taken to a strange programs. It's usually a person gating officers better prepared to
O'Bryan; and two brothers, all preceded her in death. She was the State law requires that dog own- place to live away from familiar who is in financial straits who handle animal related abuse or
daughter of the late Charlie Henderson and Gretchen Jane Nanney ers have their dog vaccinated surroundings and friends, but to can't afford to properly care for neglect complaints."
Anyone interested in learning
Henderson.
each year for rabies and that the have the family pet injured or a pet.
"We give them some tempo- more about the link between
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Gloria O'Bryan Dowdy, animal display a rabies tag on its killed makes it doubly worse.
rary help until they get back on domestic violence and animal
Murray, Mrs. Ann O'Bryan Workman, Lynn Grove, Mrs. Betty collar or harness.
When victims of child abuse are
O'Bryan Kelly, Grand Junction, Colo., and Mrs. Rose O'Bryan
Rottinghas discussed the link asked who their best friend is, their feet," said Rottinghaus. abuse can visit the Humane:
Faries, Mrs. Nancy O'Bryan Techenbrock and Mrs. Alice O'Bryan between domestic violence and ,over eighty percent will answer "It's unfortunate that the animals Society of the United States'i
have to suffer because of some- website at http://www.hsus.org
Goheen, all of Benton; two sons, Joe 0'Bryan, Mayfield, and Mike animal abuse, saying that one that it is their pet."
and type "domestic violence"
thing that's out of their control.
O'Bryan, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Louise Baker, and one brother, out of four women will delay
The
Society's
Good
into the search box at the top left
enforcement
officers
"Law
J.R. Henderson, both of Benton; 17 grandchildren; 17 great-grand- leaving an abusive situation for Samaritan
and
Animal
with
corner
of the page.
responsible
for
dealing
are
their
children; three great-great-grandchildren.
will
tiappen
to
fear of what
Assistance Programs were also
more information about
imaginable.
For
everything
pets. He went on to say that explained to the attendees and
Human
Society of Calloway
animal
related
the
Awareness
of
Donald Edward Lantrip
"eighty percent of families they were told how the programs
Safe, Good
A graveside service for Donald Edward Lantrip will be today being investigated for some could assist them when perform- issues and the number of animal County's Pet
Animal
and
by
Samaritan
complaints
received
related
(Tuesday) at 1 p.m. at Macedonia Cemetery. Rev. Ray Gilliand will form of child abuse, had at least ing their duties. The Humane
call the
one family member who threat- Society routinely gets requests various law enforcement agen- Assistance Program,
officiate.
Humane Society at 759-1884,
Visitation is now at Collier Funeral Home, Benton. A Masonic ened to kill or injure the family from the Animal Control Officer cies makes the need for training
Mon-Thor, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. of
necessary
and
in
my
updates
control
of
a
home.
pet
in
order
to
gain
service was at 7 p.m. Monday at the funeral
about animal owners who need
added.
stop
by their office located in
welcomed,"
he
opinion
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice,2855 child."
some form of assistance in caranimal
Suite
1-A in the Weaks Center.
knowledge
of
"Basic
Reasons why a person abuses ing for a pet. What starts out as
Jackson St., Paducah, Ky., 42003.
The Humane Society is a
medical emergencies and a
Mr. 4antrip, 62, Cedar Lane, Symsonia, died Saturday, Feb. 17, animals in a domestic violence an animal neglect investigation
agency.
situation were discussed as well can quickly be resolved with refresher course on the applica- United Way
2007,412:43 p.m. at his home.
ordinances
that
ble
statutes
and
Retixtd from Westlake Monomers, he was a member of Plumbers
!se Steamfitters Local 184, New Palestine Baptist Church and
Symsonia Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons.
' He was the son of the late Thomas Edward Lantrip and Lillian
McKnight Lantrip.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Sandra K. Cotton Lantrip, to
whom he had been married for 43 years; one daughter, Mrs. Melissa
Kaye Wallace, and husband, Jason, and one granddaughter, Dara
Rayium Wallace, all of Symsonia; one sister, Mrs. Edna Louise Pool,
Murray; one brother, Thomas Randall Lantrip, and wife, Joyce.
Paducah; several nieces and nephews.

•Officers learn ...

Howard Joseph Baier Sr.
A memorial service for Howard Joseph Baier Sr. was today
(Tuesday) at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Filbeck & Cann & King
Funeral Home, Benton. Fr. Mark Buckner officiated.
No visitation was scheduled.
Mr. Baler Sr., 72, Hardin, died Saturday, Feb. 17,
2007, at 10:26 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital.
He had worked as a truck driver and was of
Catholic faith. A veteran of the United States Air
Force, he served during the Korean conflict. He was a member of the
American Legion.
One sister, Dorothy Ross, preceded him in death. He was the son
of the late Augustus Beier and Dora M. Gregoire Beier.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Vicky Cathcart Beier; two sons,
Joe Beier and James Burleson, both of Benton; five daughters,
Shelly Root, Karen Masterson, Kim Bilobeau and Katie Baier, all of
Michigan, and Theresa Jones, Benton; five brothers, Don Beier, Ken
Baier and Chuck Beier. all of Michigan, and Jerry Beier and Ronnie
Baier, both of Arizona; one sister, Mrs. Evelyn Rouse, Michigan; 18
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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141 STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Mg. ....127251 .42.4
+ 0.29
Air Products
AT&T,Inc.....______-.37.64 + 0.16
43.68.0.16
11B&T
30.19•0.04
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ...- 27.44 .0.20
...
67.29.0.30
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 70.54 - 0.27
Daimler Chrysler ______72.59 .0.74
45.72 + 0.14
Dean Foods ..
Exxon-Mobil....—.... 74.46 .0.83
Ford Motor,_,.........._........*38 + 0.05
_35.79• 0.08
General Electric
16.00.034
General Motors
GlaxoSmidaline ADR...38.24 + 0.46
+ 0.24
Goodrich
Goodyear --........--25.06 -0.12
HopFed Bank* ---....16.01 B 16.24 4
- 0.40
BM

prices as of 9 a.m.

Intel -----.:—.10.95 -0.28
Kroger-------26.18 -0.29
Mattel
+ 0.38
.....-45.16 - 0.16
McDonalds
+ 0.19
Merck
-013
J.C. Penney --------85.27 0.02
Pepsico, Inc..__...._,.,44.44 - 0.18
- 0.12
Pfizer,
Repjons Financial ...........37.12 -0.29
Schering-Plough ..............24.43 + 0.07
Sears Holding Corp--MSS - 1.41
That Warner ..........._...2t.45 - 0.12
US Bancorp ---.____.-36.61 - 0.01
UST---------60.62+ 1.13
WellPoint Inc —82.25— —
Wal-Mart--_________49.45 + 0.97
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How to properly
'dress the man
you love'
Joan
Rivers
answers
her own
question:
"Does
fashion
matter?
Always —
though not
as
Main Street quite
much after
By Constance
death."
Alexander
Mark
Local
Twain, no
Columnist
fashion
plate himself.
declares "Clothes make the
nian Naked people have little or no influence on %oetet),
Bo Derek. the perfect
"10" in looks if not IQ,
remarks. "Whoever said
money can't buy happiness
simply didn't know where
to go shopping.-There are chapters on
colors, closets, dealing with
salespeople in the men's
department. the merits of
single- or double-vented
jackets. socks and everything
you always wanted to know.
about them but were afraid
to ask. At the end of the
book, a handy glossary
offers quick definitions from
argyle to yoke, along with
an exhaustive index and a
selected bibliography
All in all. I am
impressed by "Dressing the
Man You Love," though I
confess the thought of rephrasing my husband's fashion statements is more than
I am willing to parse.
have enough on my hands
telling hint how to drive.
Nevertheless. I am clearly
in the minority tioogle
Men's Fashion flow -To-s
and 16)400,000 sites pop
up Number I Is
men sty le.corn, the online
home of GQ. There are
articles on topics like the
10 wardrobe essentials a
Mall can't do without. John
Vary atos. NY designer. was
featured recently. He will
not part with his black
motorcycle jacket and hoots,
his as iator Nun glasses in
bone, and his black converse sneakers. What
deep
thinker he must be. Not a
hook on his list.
"Dressing the Mart You
Love" can he ordered on
www.amazon.comor through
the publisher's Web site on
www.PciersPridePublishing to

- Simplicity is making the
,ourney of this life with just
haggage enough," is just
.11C of the witty epigraphs
Unit adds spice to Betsy
Durk in Maithes- new hook,
- Dressing the Man You
Toye "
This how-to guide. subruled "Purchasing. Coordinatcig and Caring for His
r lassie Wardrobe.- is a
onthination owner's manual
and fashion primer. It is
based on the concept that
women are more likely to
emu!, shopping for clothes
than men. and therefore the
hest candidates for ensuring
the sartorial splendor of the
loan in her tile.
Meticulously researched
with detailed drawings of
es ery aspect of male attire.
"Dressing the Man You
Love" is a great book for
brow sing. There is something to learn on every
page
The rendering of a man's
tie, for instance, is pamstak
ingly labeled with parts I
never knew e yisted. The
pointed tail is properly
called an apron, or front
blade The narrow part that
cues at the hack ot the
neck is a mussel
Suppowd1), h), knowing
the sum of a tie s pans, the
buy er can learn what to
look tor in that Ilernies or
orsini. two of the pricier
hi ands Mak mg sure the
material has been Ut on J
bias is one sign of quality.
and another one is that the
tips at both ends are cut
N‘111111eFrh:dlly on either side
ot their center points.
I here are diagrams of
to

ways

(MIS:WM

told

a

man's handkeri Met and how
the pleats on a formal cummerbund are properly placed
lac ing up Photos and
descriptions of patterned suit
I abric s help the discriminating shopper distinguish
bet w cell tweed and crow's
feet. hen 11100Ile and hound stood). h,alk stripe and pinstripe
The hook is so chock
lull of minutia, it doesn"t
take me long to wonder it
serious
writer is really
the
Niter all. don•t most women
ha% e better things to do
than outfit their men like a
ken doll. w ith a different
,msemble lot ev cry outing
oh Barbie'
But this book is a fun
no matter how you cut
rI tic quotes pros ide
side t ange of it ICY. S. on
.ht piling. men and life
\Artier Rita Mae Brown.
know if tot her down-to-earth
,s lc, obsery es "If the
‘,..orld wen. a logical place.
! lerr would rule side-saddle
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House acts as political 'Indian givers'
Before political correctness, a person
who gave someone a gift and later took
ii back was called an "Indian giver.This is what a majority in the House
did last week when they "gave- their
support to Amencan forces fighting to
stabilize Iraq and defeat our enemy and
then promptly took it back. How else
should one interpret this "nonbinding"
resolution when pan one said. "Congress
and the Amencan people will continue to
support and protect the members of the
United States Armed Forces who are
serving or who have served bravely and
honorably in Iraq." but part two negates
pan one, "Congress disapproves of the
decision of President George W. Bush
announced on Jan. 10. 2007, to deploy
more than 21X000 additional United
States combat troops to Iraq."
This is like sending your love a
valentine last week and this week sending a note withdrawing the sentiment
East Saturday, Republicans managed to
block a similar effort in the Senate, but
by only four votes. Senate Democrats and a few like-minded Republicans --vowed to try again.
Once, most members ot Congress supported the president's prosecution of the
war. That was when his approval numbers were sky-high. Now that those
numbers have fallen, so has congressional support. Most Democrats claim, falsely. that the November election was a
referendum on the war. If the president's
policy succeeds, though, two things will
happen_ first, sonic members who
opposed him will claim they were

behind the troop surge
all along. Second. most
Democrats will assert
that success is actually
failure because they
can't afford politically
to admit they were
wrong.
Do the troops feel
supported by this
House resolution?
Cal's
There are no opinion
Thoughts polls of military' and
By Cal Thomas civilian workers in
Iraq, but two comSyndicated
ments have come to
Columnist
my attention. One is a
letter to the editor of The Washington
Times from John McFarlane, a military
trainer for Northrop-Grumman Technical
Services in Elizabethtown, Ky. McFarlane
writes that he has just returned from
Iraq "after coming out of retirement to
go there ... I can tell you that the
greatest fear of the young service members over there is that the American
public will fail to pursue total victory
and will leave early, thereby wasting
their battle buddies' life and blood. They
feel pain every time somebody pays lip
service to his or her conscience with the
line: 'I support the troops, but not the
policy.' (They) know they are the policy
and that you should feel shame if you
as an American would commit them to
anything less than total victory."
The second letter as from Army Sgt.
Daniel Dobson, about whom I wrote in
a column last week. Sgt. Dobson says

he was in the chow hall in Mosul,
watching CNN on the day of the House
vote. He writes in an e-mail, "...it made
me furious to see congressmen
ur.asharnedly proclaim their cowardice,
hut the reaction of the soldiers tore my
heart in two. The faces were that of
men that looked as if they were just
told there is no United States to go
home to. The fury gives way to depression: the thought alone that our elected
representatives do not represent us anymore is more than depressing. We see
cowardice, sickening spineless cowardice
and it makes soldiers sick."
So much for the assertion by some
members of Congress that the House
resolution, with the promise of more and
binding ones to come, will have Op
affect on troop morale. How manyt, other
soldiers feel this way? How many others
might be affected by these "no-confidence" votes? Of equal importance, how
emboldened does the enemy feel as he
sees the prophecy of Osama bin Laden
coming true, that America doesn't have
the stomach or staying power for a long
war and will eventually give up if
enough death and injury is inflicted
upon American troops?
If Congress wants to end this war, it
should immediately vote to cutoff funds
and receive whatever benefits, or consequences, that result. But too many who
lack the spine to win also lack the
spine to accept accountability for defeat.
The only victory they appear committed
to is the next election.
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To the Editor.
I was astonished by the sheer audacity
of Republican Representative Ed Whitfield's "update" published recently. Rep.
Whitfield cited the accomplishments of
the 110th Congress as if they were his
idea and he had only been waiting for a
Democratic majority to come along in
2007 and sign onto the legislation lauded
in his article.
Mr. Whitfield says that -for the first
time in history, we have a woman as
Speaker of the House. This is a historic
milestone.- It certainly is not one that
came about with Mr. Whitfield's support.
As reported in the Murray Ledger &
limes. Mr. Whitfield spoke his feelings
about the first woman speaker of the
house at Fancy Farm in August 2(K06.
'The only difference between me and
Tom Barlow is that if I'm re-elected my
first vote will be for Denny Hastert (R111.)." he said. "His first vote will be for
Nancy Pelosi for speaker of the House."
Speaker Pelosi. a Democrat from San
Francisco, Calif., is leading the newly
elected Democratic majority to do more
for working people in their first two
months than Mr. Whittield's party has
since they took control in 1994.
His claims of supporting minimum
wage rings hollow since this vote ends a
drought of almost I() years for minimum
wage earners. Ten years is the longest
the US has gone since the minimum
wage was instituted without a raise.
During those 10 years, Mr. Whitfield
was a proud member of the majority
party. One has to wonder if the Republican led Congress went without a pay
increase for that same length of time.
On cutting interest rates on student
loans in half, HR 5. which Mr. Whitfield
voted for. Republican President Bush is
opposed to the legislation. If he vetoes it,
then it will not become law.
With nation costs at Murray State
going up an astonishing 114 percent from
1999 to 2007 this legislation will do lit-

for a vote, but no amendments are
allowed. While this process is somewhat
secretive and exclusive, some checks and
balances are presently built into the Kentucky Statutes.
FIB184 would take away most of
those safeguards. The bill's flight out of
Rep. Moberly's committee on Feb. 13,
with very little debate, places too much
power in the hands of a few. If enacted
into law, the opportunity for full legislature or any power of its citizens to voice
concern would be virtually eliminated.
Some nay-sayers would argue that the
powerful committee members already
have such authority; however, the
Franklin Circuit Court disagrees.
When two lawsuits were filed last
year challenging portions of the two-year
budget (inclusive of several changes to
state laws), a judge in that court ruled
that lawmakers erred when including a
permanent change related to collection of
delinquent taxes was in the 2006 budget.
That suit is now pending in the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
I concur with one legislator when he
Mary B. Potter
Attorney at Law worried aloud that such a bill would
Clinton. Ky. allow a future General Assembly to
bypass the entire committee system and
enact only one bill, a branch budget bill
that would incorporate all legislative
To the Editor,
The astute and caring citizens of Ken- changes. As I have already stated, some
tucky should be deeply concerned over a (including Rep. Mobley) believe that
power already exists.
recent bill. HB 184. presented in the KenA cry of alarm should be sounded
tucky House of Representatives. With
throughout the state. I urge every member
passage. this bill, introduced by Rep.
of our communities to speak out. Call
Harry Moberly from Richmond, would
502-564-8100 and tell your legislator that
allow the legislature to pass permanent
you oppose any law that tries to hide
laws in the guise of a budget bill.
the legislative process. TELL HIM YOU
As a matter of explanation on how
OPPOSE HOUSE BILL 184, before
this could happen. one needs to know
that the budget is handled differently than another one of our hard-won freedoms
any other bill presented to our legislators. evaporates.
The Kentucky budget is reviewed and
revised through a closed committee.
Sincerely yours, .
Once this group of powerful legislators
Kentucky Bankers Association agrees, the budget hill is presented to the
Frank J. Nichols .
full membership of the House and Senate
Chairman

tle to help students pay for their education. Reducing the interest rate from 6
percent to 3.5 percent while costs go up
in double digits each year has symbolic
value, but little else. One has to wonder
why it took a Democratic majority in
Congress for Mr. Whitfield to feel our
students' pain.
The votes he did not mention were his
nay vote on investing in clean renewable
long term energy solutions, his nay vote
on the Medicare prescription pnce negotiation bill and his nay vote on repealing
subsidies to big oil.
As far as ethics reform, one is
reminded why it was needed so badly
and so quickly. Names like Duke Cunningham. Tom Delay ,,and Jack Abramoff
come to mind. Had the ethics reform
come during Republican rule, he might
still be in the majority and able to do us
some good here in West Kentucky. As a
member of the minority, all he can do is
Jump on the Democratic bandwagon and
say. "Me too. Me too."
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of Kathy Nelson and
students
VEST DAY AT SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY: Kindergarten
Becky Robertson at Calloway County's Southwest Elementary School recently participated in
"Vest Day." The students studied the letter "V" and the many professions of people who
work, study or play in a vest.

Photo provided

KEEPING AN "EYE" ON THE WEATHER: Shelby Louis, fourth grade student at Murray
Middle School, is the meteorologist for -Eye of the Tiger" TV for February. All students at MMS
have the opportunity to sign up in the library to take part in the news program which airs inhouse every morning at 8:15. Louis dresses according to the weather for the day to make it
more exciting for the viewers. Louis is a student in Stacy Wortham's fourth grade class.
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
STUDYING AFRICAN AMERICAN ACHIEVERS: Students in Noraa Ransey's third grade
class at North Elementary School have been studying African Amencan Achievers in conjunction with February's observance of Black History Month. The class presented book reports with
visual aid presentations. Pictured above, with Ransey (second from left), are (from left)
Brianna Ayers, Kali Hopkins, Chader Lyons and Nathan Sittig.
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TAKING DIRECTIONS:
would have students try an activity to go along with a book they were reading, "The Cay She
took her students to the gym and had them work in pairs. One student was blindfolded and the
other student gave directions to see how hard it is to be blind. "The boy in the book we are
reading is blind and this has been a good activity to show us how he feels" said Adam
Stubblefield. "My partner didn't give very good directions and I ran into a wall" added Jantzen
Sparks. "I can see that students do benefit from activities like this even though they are in fifth
grade" Enke said. Pictured above. Nathan Sutherland is blindfolded while Julia Thiede gives

directions.
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West Kentucky Rural Electric college scholarships available
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation will
offer eight college scholarships
to graduating high school seniors in 2007. Two $1,000 scholarships will be awarded in each
of the cooperative's four districts: District I (Calloway
County), District 2(Carlisle and
Hickman counties), District 3
(Graves County), and District 4
Marshall and Livingston coun-
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ties).
To be eligible, applicants must
be high school seniors in good
standing and their parents or
guardians must be members of
and receive service from West
Kentucky RECC at their primary residence. Financial need
and academic performance will
be key factors in the selection
process.
Interested students may pick
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pares the academy to "being in
school heaven. The experience,
as a whole, is life-changing and
phenomenal."
Students who participate will
live on Murray State's campus,
taking classes for six hours of
university credit, all at no cost to
them. Each student will take a
humanities/fine arts course and
an elective of his or her choice.
Activities outside the classroom. such as concerts, distinguished speakers. field trips.
and recreational events, round
out the academy.
The program will run from
June 9-30. The application
deadline for the MSU's
Honors
Commonwealth
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LEARNING PAGE

March 1 application deadline for academy at MSU
Murray State University's
Honors
Commonwealth
Academy will bringing together
gifted high school juniors - who
will be seniors in the fall 2007
semester - from Kentucky.
Tennessee. Illinois and Missouri
for three weeks this summer for
an enrichment experience like
no other.
Students from last year's
academy rave about the program. Ross Smith said. -CI-1A
has been the best three weeks of
my life."
Sarah Fuller agrees, noting "I
learned more about myself than
ever before, all while having the
time of my life."
Participant Alex Baines corn-
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
SOUTHWEST ACCELERATED READERS: Southwest Elementary School third-graders
Noah Hopkins and Maddi Balmer are excelling as members of the 100-point Club at the
school. The club is part of the Accelerated Reading Program

up an application from their
high school guidance counselor
or any West Kentucky RECC
office. Scholarship forms must
be submitted by March 2. 2007.

3x5

80 per spot

Academy is March I.
For eligibility requirements.
additional information or an
application, visit the academy
at
site
Web
www.murraystate.eduJcha.
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Homemakers are collecting
Beanie Babies to send to soldiers
The Calloway County Extension Homemakers are collecting and sending soft,
stuffed toys small enough to fft in a soldier's pocket that he or she could give to
children as they are on patrol in Iraq.
Although -Beanies" are a popular prototype for these toys, any similar soft,
stuffed toy would be accepted. It has been
requested that toys with a religious connotation (i.e. angels) not be included.
Collections will be taken at the Calloway County Extension Office through
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen Thursday.
For more information, contact, La Dawn
Community
Hale, Calloway County extension Agent for
Editor
Family and Consumer Sciences, at 75*
1452.
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Democrats will meet Wednesday
Ledger & Times
SIGMAS HONOR WILSON: Collegiate. left photo. and alumni, right, members of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority were on hand
,riday fro the unveiling and dedication of the Janith Louise Jones Wilson Memorial Fountain in Murray State's Waterfield
1.,,in; Wilson who died last February, had been an alumna and Alpha Chi Chapter advisor for MSU's Sigma Sigma Sigma
veitr,
, The fountain dedication was held prior to a concert in Wilson s honor

African-American Heritage Ball scheduled
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Dr Necia Desiree Harkless
it
Lexington. the author of
"Nubian Pharoahs and Meriatic
Kings The Kingdom of Krush"
will he special guest speaker.

the ticket price per person
will be $15 which will include
dinner. For nhire information,
or to RSVP. call 1-270-8096836. Dress will he semi-formal.

Murray Elementary School plans 'Read Across America'
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Mcinday. Feb 21 - Bring a
pittUrC r1i somewhere memorable you have been for "Oh.
ilk' Places You Can Go" by
I lie
. I•ch
27 - Wear
red or blue hir "Red Fish. Blue
1
Wednesday. Feb
.251 Wacky Viiednesday- - dress
wacky tor school tor wacky
and wild illustrations in Seuss

Thursday. Starch 1 - "Read
Shirt Day" - wear a shirt
to school with words to see
words are everywhere - "Seuss
Birthday Bash" - "Cat in the
1Lit" cupcakes to decorate:
Friday. March 2 - "500 Hats
for Bartholomew Cubbms"
wear a hat for the hat parade/5(m)
guest readers, Green Eggs and
Ham breakfast - tree hook and
visit from "Cat mthe Hat."

Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee will m
Wednesday at 5 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Libr
All local Democrats are invited. For more information, contact
David Ramey, county chair, at 759-9905.
Tee
a 5ence

Lutherans plan services
Immanuel Lutheran Church will have a soup supper at 6
p.m. and worship service with Holy Communion on Wednesday at the church. Each one is asked to a food dish to pass
for the supper.

Quilt Lovers to meet tonight
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight at 6 at the Calloway County Public Library.

MES Council will meet today
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St.. Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

By
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SS representative to be at library

low
20-

A representative of the Social Security Administration will
he at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For informa7
non call 1-800-772-1213.
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Tiger Booster Club will meet

Serger workshops offered
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setget use less stresstul and
more henetictal. such as him
to adjust the tension for
ious fabrics and threads,
rolled hem and flat hem settings. how to make a
wrapped stitch, how to flatlock. how to put in a zipper
using the serger. and how to
Each sturepair a stitch
dent will take home f int shed
items using the techniques
taught in each workshop
Serger Basics - Level I
will he taught March 22,
Intermediate Serger Techniques
Level 11 will be
taught March 29, and
Adv:mixt' Server Techniques
will he taught April 05 All
three c lasses wilt he taught
di the Graves County Extension Ottice Irom 12 00 p m
t to p m ro register for
one or all three ii) the
1.1.011k,Ilk or. and to Tet.C1%C a
list kir supplies and more
detailed whim:mon. please
c all the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452
by March 15 Class sue is

11.1111,1p.1111'. will

learn ‘aluahle

tips to make

vy ill also he teaching the
Stitch Creatively workshop
on 'Thursday. February 22,
from 12:00 p.m. to 4:00
p.m. at the Marshall Couaty
Extension Office in Benton.
K't' Techniques to he taught
include couching. stippling.
bobbin work, stitch budding,
using wing and double needles. a lolled 11011 hot, and
k 4110 ,
p4:1.1.11 leet and attachments Each person will need
to hi ng their sewing
machine and a list ot supplies to actually work on
some ‘it the techniques being
taught Each registrant
should have machine set up
and ready to sew by 12
noon 'hi register for this
class and to receive a supply
list, please call or visit the
Callow .11!, (.011110
! Extension
Office by Tuesday. Feb.
20th
I:dui-11107)A priigrams uS
the Kentucky Cooperanye
Extension Sery ice ers e all
people regardless of race.
color, age. sex. religion. disability. or national origin

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All interested persons are urged
to attend.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County has listed some
items needed to help fill the baskets for the clients. They
include rice. saltine crackers, cereal and peanut butter for the
panty; eggs for the cooler/freezer; dish liquid, bath tissue,
shampoo, toddler size tooth brushes, razors and diapers size 4
and 5 for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies. Also needed are large brown paper bags. Tonia Casey, executive director said "Volunteers are needed at Need Line and anyone interested is asked to top in at the building at 638 South Fourth
St.. Murray. or call 753-6333."

Coalition For Clean Air to meet
Coalition for Clean Air Murray will meet tonight at 7 in
the conference room of Murray Board of Education at 208
South 13th St. Topics for discussion will e the results of the
fall 2006 tobacco survey done at Murray State and police
implementation in the community. All interested community
members are invited. For information. contact Judy Lyle at
8159-3809 or Judy.Lyle@MurrayState.edu.

Relay for Life team plans promotion
Kirksey United Methodist Church Relay for Life team will
have a rebate day at Captain D's today. Customers are asked
to tell the cashier they are there for the team.

tor,

Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house.

Bingo planned Tuesday
The Knights of Columbus sponsor Bingo each Tuesday from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray, KY
42071. Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and
international chanties. For more information call 293-7061.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway Public Library For information call Pat at 489-2909 or
Mike at 293-6043

Wrestling sign-ups scheduled
Photo provided

W.sarvico and repair most brands of
hearing aids — regardlass of whore you

MAGAZINE CLUB: Linda Kelly, left, presented a book review
at the January meeting of Magazine Club. Pictured at right is
Blanch Titsworth. The club will meet Thursday at noon for the
Founders Day luncheon in the commonwealth room of Murray
State University Curds Center,
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Music Department will meet

Hearing Aid Problems?
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Alumni and Associates of Calloway county Schools will
meet tonight at 6 at Pagliafs. All members and interested persons are urged to attend.

Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper will be today from 5 to 7
in the parish hall of St. John's Episcopal Church.
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CCHS Alumni will meet

Shrove Tuesday event today
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Calloway County Little League Wrestling sign-ups for kindergarten through sixth grade will he today from 4 to 5:30 p.m.
at the Calloway County Day Treatment Center on College
Farm Road. Practice will start Feb. 22. The sign-up fee is $30.
For information call 492-8956.
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Turn Your Tax Return Into

purthasod your aid. Soo as for —
Batter Quality - Utter Sorvics - Bettor him

Jerrl Elliott LPN
Permanent osnwtsrs Artist

Call 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

270-29341#39
$ dhoti jrakyaho., coin
Coreffiestes Araikek

210 South 12th Street • Murray

Call
ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL, CORPORATION

do

Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 South t2th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665
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MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL

Home not friendly place for Racers in 2006-07
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Home is where the wins are for
most college basketball teams.
But the friendly
confines of the
Regional Special
Events
Center
haven't been all that
friendly to the Murray State Racers
during the 2006-07
season.
Entering Thursday's
crucial
Kennedy
matchup with visiting
Tennessee
Tech, the Racers have produced just
a 5-4 mark in Ohio Valley Conference play at the RSEC — a place

RSEC COULD BE KEY FOR MSU AS SEASON CLOSES
where MSU is 105-19 overall and Peay for an OVC championship and
71-12 against league foes since the having a first-round OVC Tournabuilding opened for the 1998-99 sea- ment home game already locked up,
Murray State is instead still fighting
son.
Murray's lack of success on its home for one of those coveted four home
floor is troubling to head coach Billy slots in next week's postseason event.
The good news is that the Racers
Kennedy, who can't help but wonder
where his first Racer team would be (14-13, 11-7 OVC) do control their
at this point if it had only held serve own destiny when it comes to securing a first-round home game.
at the RSEC.
Currently tied with Samford (14"If we would have just taken care
of our own business and played well 14, 11-7) for fourth place in the OVC
at home, we wouldn't be in this sit- standings, Murray can lock up a home
uation," he explained. -These are tournament contest by simply winmust-win games (this week). That's ning its last two regular-season games
against Tech and on the road at lastthe situation we're in."
Instead of challenging rival Austin place Tennessee-Martin on Saturday.

The Racers hold the tie-bleaker over
the Bulldogs by virtue of their 1-1
record against Austin Peaty. (Samford
was swept by the now-league champion Governors).
To do that, though, the Racers
must get more production from their
go-to players than they did in last
Saturday's ESPN Bracket Busters
matchup with Rider in Lawrenceville,
NJ.
Murray managed to escape that
contest with a 58-51 win, but did so
without much help from the trio of
guards Ray George and Bruce Carter
and forward Shawn Witherspoon, who
each played in reserve roles at Rider

CALLOWAY CO. 66, REIDLAND 46
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Tough second
period doesn't
hurt Lakers
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
About the only thing Calloway County did wrong in its
20-point whitewashing of Reicfland on Monday night was play
14 minutes of the required 32,
suffering a second-quarter letdown by only scoring seven
points and converting on just
two field goals.
' The only thing that might
have gone right for the Lakers is they played a Greyhoud
team without all-purpose star
Mario Johnson, who came into
the contest averaging 19.3
points and 12.1 rebounds per
game. Johnson was forced to
sit out last night's contest after
drawing a technical foul in Friday night's loss to Heath.
In the end, Calloway won
66-46 in front of its home
crowd at Jeffrey Gymnasium,
thus giving head coach Terry
Birdsong his 200th career victory. Birdsong, who is in his
eighth season at the helm of
the Lakers, has acquired 148
total wins and just 83 losses
for a .639 winning percentage.
, The Lakers were missing
some key personnel, as well,
as 6-foot-5 senior forward Wes
Adams missed the game
because of the flu. But Adams'
11.2 points and 5.5 rebounds
per game weren't exactly lost
in the shuffle.
Landon Lockhart, a 6-4 senior, came off the bench to
spark the Lakers with a careerhigh 22 points and 10 rebounds.
scoring 13 points on 5-of-8
shooting from the floor in the
second half to help preserve
the win against a scrappy Greyhound ballclub.
Lockhart began the season
as a starter for Calloway. But
after the Lakers opened 9-0
before losing six of seven,
Birdsong shook up his lineup.
Lockhart was delegated to a
bench role — an eye-opening
experience for the forward.
' "Coming off the bench isn't
something I particularly like.
But when I do come off, I
can't wait to get out there,"
Lockhart said. "I feel like I
have something to prove."
• Lockhart's previous high was
20 at Trigg County on Jan.
30.
Birdsong's move to send his
senior to the bench wasn't meant
as a message of discontent.
"Landon was huge tonight,"
Birdsong said. "He seems to
MICHAEL DAMN / Ledger 8 Times
be more comfortable coming Calloway County's Jake Tindell (33) goes up for a shot past Reidland's Shawd Puroff the bench for us. At that diman in the first half of Monday night's game at Jeffrey Gymnasium. Tindell had three
time, we needed an offensive
the bench - for the Lakers, who won 66-46.
wart. He provided that for us. points off
Other guys like (George) Gar07 11 16 12 —46
"This team does that someWes Perry had 14 points for Reiciland
19 07 20 20 - 66
let, (Jamey) Gream and even Calloway, who improved to 20- Calloway Co
times.
I think with the absence
(13-14): Grimm 23 Mohr 12
Jake)'linden, those guys aren't 8 on the season. Josh Miller Reend
of Mario, it took a little spunk
Purdirnan 7 Mrichee 4 Wm Smith
'corers right now.
out of us," Birdsong said. "But
tossed in nine points, while Ramage J Bridges K,ng Allen
0 "I've really felt like Lan- Garner added seven and Eric Ostxvne
I think tonight, the one thing
on has adjusted to that role Berberich six. Gre,am finished FG: 17-41 3-poOnt FO: 3-13 FT 10-17
that the coaches, players and
Rebounds: 14 Fouls: 17
.sid has been playing smart with five and Tindell tossed Calloway Co.(20-B): Lockhart 22 Perry even fans realized is the value
pasketball. He's not forcing in three.
of Wes Adams. I think we take
14, Maier 9, Gamer 7, Berberich 6.
Grew» 5, Tindal 3, Dobbins, Wohs
hots, and his effort on the
him for granted with his abiljunior
6-6
a
Ben Grimm,
Anderson, lily. Kiley.
fensive end has been just as for the Greyhounds, finished Solomon.
ity to shut down the No. 5
PO: 24-43 3-poInt FO: 4-10. FT: 14-21
good," he added.
man."
Rebounds: 31 Fouls: 11.
with a game-high 23 points.
• According to Birdsong.
To start the third period,
After taking a 19-7 first-quar's something to be said ter lead, Calloway put it on quarter, getting outscored 11-7 Eric Mohr drained a bucket to
who finishes the game — "cruise control" in the second while hitting just 2-of-8 shot
attempts from the floor.
•See LAKERS,8A
not who starts.
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after being regular starters. Nona of
the three played more than Witherspoon's 26 minutes.
Unsatisfied with the play of his
team after last Thursday's disappointing home loss to Tennessee State,
Kennedy changed the starting lineup
for the Rider game to include freshman forward Danero Thomas and
freshman center George Fotso. Freshman forward Marvin Williams, who
has seen his minutes increase rapidly over the past few weeks, also got
a starting not, as did guards -Ed -Horton and Tyler Holloway.
The move paid off, as Thomas
had his best game in an MSU uniform with 19 points on 7-of-l4 shoot•See RACERS,8A

UK BASKETBALL

Cats desperate
to get back on
track vs. LSU
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Sheray Thomas has been
through the fire before.
It's a blaze that starts every
time Kentucky loses a game.
If the Wildcats drop two
straight, the flames get a little bigger. On the rare occasion that the losing streak hits
three — Kentucky's current
three-game skid is just its fourth
such streak in the last 17 years
— Thomas knows there's only
• one thing the Wildcats can do
to keep the fire from burning
out of control.
"All we've got to do is just
win a couple of games, and
our fortunes will change,"
Thomas said. -We're down, but
we're up. We feel that with
the three games. we can't worry
about the past. we've just got
to look at the future."
If the Wildcats (18-8, 7-5
SEC) can't get past struggling
LSU (14-12, 3-9) on Tuesday
night at Rupp Arena, Kentucky
might not have much of a
future left, this season anyway.
The Wildcats are 0-3 this season against their final three
regular season opponents, No.
17 Vanderbilt, Georgia and No.
3 Florida.

LSU at Kentucky
lip-off: 8 p m Rupp
Arena Lexington Ky
Television: ESPN
Records: LSU 14-12
(3-9 SEC). Kentucky
18-8(7-5)
Coaches: John Brady, LSU (10th
year), Tubby Smith, Kentucky (10th
year)
Series: Kentucky leads 76-22

Yet Thomas and the Wildcats are hardly panicked. The
players have been around long
enough to know they can't get
caught up in the constant scrutiny that surrounds one of the
nation's most storied — and
most studied — programs.
"Things are going to be
good when you're winning, but
when you're not doing so well,
things are going to be bad."
Thomas said.
Things haven't been so great
for the Wildcats over the last
10 days. Losses to Florida,
Tennessee and Alabama have
quelled any whispers of an outside shot at the SEC's East
Division title. Now, a team
that looked like a lock for the
NCAA Tournament berth two
weeks ago must finish strong
II See CATS, 8A

NFL ROUNDUP

AP

Norv Turner speaks to members of the media during a
news conference announcing has as the Chargers new
head coach on Monday in San Diego. Turner got his
third shot at an NFL head coaching job a week after the
surprise firing of Marty Schottenheimer.

Chargers hire
Turner as coach
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Considered by some to be the safe
pick to take over the San Diego Chargers, Norv Turner at least
is starting in much better position than he did in his previous
two NFL head coaching jobs.
Turner was given a four-year contract Monday to take over
a team that went an NFL-best 14-2 before melting down in
the playoffs and then in the front office.
"This isn't a team where you're rebuilding," said Turner,
who had been San Francisco's offensive coordinator. "We should
start fast. We should be good early and we should be good
late. Not having to go through the normal things you have to
go through when you make a coaching change is going to help
the players more than anyone."
The hiring came a week after the surprise firing of Marty
Schottenheimer and less than 24 hours after the Chargers finished interviewing the last of six candidates. Turner was the
only one with NFL head coaching experience and the only one
from the offensive side of the ball.
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Parker, Lady Vols claim SEC title

Fowles (34) works the

ball in

to the

basket as Tennessee's Candace Parker. left, defends
during the second

half of

Monday's SEC game in

Baton Rouge. La

Tennessee

never

trailed.

hut

LSU tied the game at 51 on
Sylvia Fowles' free throws with
1:21 to go.
Parker, who also had two
blocks, two steals and two assists,
put Tennessee back ahead with a
free throw after she was fouled
on an offensive rebound.
Shannon Bobbitt then made a
pair of foul shots after Spencer's
seventh offensive rebound — and
Tennessee's 20th overall — to
give the Lady Vols a 54-51 lead.
LSU had a chance to tie it,
but Quianna Chaney's 3-pointer
rimmed out.
"When it left my hand I knew
it was going in," Chaney said.
"But when I opened my eyes and
saw that it rimmed out, it was

hard to take."
Bobbitt finished with 13 points,
including three 3-pointers, for
Tennessee(25-2, 12-0 SEC), which
has won eight straight since a
74-70 loss to No. I Duke.
Fowles had 18 points and 16
rebounds for LSU (23-5, 9-3),
which lost a second-straight game
in Baton Rouge.

Murray State soccer goes 1-2 indoors at Lexington
for

"I've seen some improvements from
the fall, but we still have a lot to work

wo1flen.
1 team on Stillrich [hot, parm pate.' in a 10-1,ers.. 1•• a'o•itt tIi 1.c \nylon

on,- Acreman added. "We definitely have
to minimize our errors and be much more
composed on the ball. We improved our

I he Raacis pla!,eal three matches and
aw.o, with a I 2 mark NISI lost

play each game of the tournament, so I
know with hard work this group will get
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-These were her first minutes in goal
for us. and I was impressed with what I
saw.- Acreman said. "I know with time
she will continue to improve and be a
dominant force for us in the nets.Other teams participating in the UK
event included Morehead State. East Ten-
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The Racers' next action will come on
March 3 at the Mayfield Expo Center.

MSU Media Relations

Murray State's Rebekah Clay, shown
here against Kentucky, scored a hat
trick in the Racers' win over Bellarmine last weekend in Lexington.

Austin Peay football coach McCray resigns
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by Mohn with 1:32 remaining
left the Greyhounds trailing 46315
The Lakers outscored Reidland 20-12 in the final eight
minutes despite seven turnovers.
Calloway did shoot 7-of-8 from
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the line and 10-of-13 from the
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A1111.1111. and 1.d Horton are
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won one and lost

he added

Racers can hardly afford
aserage this week against

The

Judy Johnston Mary Jane Roberson

season, Tennessee Tech
17-11, 12-6) has arguably the
best talent in the conference,
featunng the guard play of Belton Rivers and Anthony Fisher and the inside presence of
junior forward Amadi McKenzie, who ranks eighth in the
OVC in sconng 114.1 ppg I
and is tied with TSU's Clarence
Matthews as the league's top
rebounder (8.0 rpg.).
The Golden Eagles, who

Kimberly Casebeer
293-1468

7 52-0757

Cr
Or
c,
.1)
•P

Bt
r 23

Jason Baker

.1=1.1
_

519-4781

'A
b.

Gale Cornelison
293-9333
•i

711 Main St,• Murray • 753-1222

championship game on March
1 at 730 p.m. All tournament
games will be played at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

this

defeated

MSU 63-52 on Jan

23 at Cookeville. Tenn., lead
the conference in sconng

at

76.2 ppg., and

I ).incii

regular season with a final
home game against St. Mary
on Thursday night.
The Lakers will then turn
their attention to the winner
of the Murray High-Marshall
County matchup in the first
round of the Fourth District
Tournament, which is scheduled for 7:30 next Tuesday
The winner of that matchup
will face CCHS in the district
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•Lakers
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world that doesn't shine light
on people with integrity and
character."

293-3011
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Loos said, calling the timing
McCray's departure •'criti-

the uniseisits

always

football program and announced
her own retirement last month,

01

hi: ',aid

has

it each time, they've crumbled
in the end.
to ensure a trip to the tournaCoach Tubby Smith, howment for the 16th straight year. ever, isn't worried about his
"When the pressure comes team's ability to bounce back,
outside on us that we should
"We've been close all year."
be winning, it does put more
Smith said. "We're so far ahead
pressure (on us)," said guard
of where we were last year,
Joe Crawford. "(The pressure) it's a joke."
is going to bother us until we
Smith attributed some of the
win a game."
team's current problems to the
The Wildcats, at least, will
maturation of youngsters like
have history on their side against
freshman guards Derrick Jasper
the Tigers. LSU hasn't won at
and Jodie Meeks, who are get.Rupp Arena since 1989 and ting their first taste playing in
Kentucky has dominated the clutch situations in one of the
series over the last 15 years, nation's
most competitive
going 15-2 against the Tigers leagues.
since 1992.
LSU was in the Final Four
Still, if the Wildcats want a year ago and has one
of the
to avoid their first four-game nation's most talented
big med
losing streak since 1990, they'd in Glen "Big Baby" Davis,
bul
be wise to get off to a better the Tigers have been
hurt by
stall,
an inexperienced backcourt that
The Wildcats have fallen can't seem to hold onto the
behind early in each of the ball. LSU is last in the
SEC
three losses. Though they've
in turnover margin and nex1
managed to scramble back into to last in assist/turnover ratio.

in

to most. closer to our 1111111e
hilt'
he', in the Carolireleased hv

Johnson Central 53, East Ridge 36
Leslie Co 49, North Laurel 40
Lewis Co 83 Ellion Co 82 OT
LIvingston Central 57. Lone Oak 55
Lloyd Memorial 61 Pendleton Co. 37 :
Lou Atherton 82 Portland Chnshan 28 Ludlow 67 Bellevue 55
Madison Central 60 Estill Co 33
Mason Co 62 Pans 45
Montgomery Co 80, Frankfort 13
Muhlenberg North 68. Butler Co 26
Nelson Co 70, Mercer Co 45
North Hardin 114 Cavema 29
North Hardin 114 Caverna 29
Owen Co 53, Spencer Co 39
Owensboro 59 Breckinndge Co 33
Owensboro catholic 56, Meade Co 44
Paducah Tilghman 62, Mayfield 37
Phelps 58, South Floyd 49
Powell Co 77, Riverside Christian 29
Fiaceland 43, Fleming Co. 32
Reidland 54. Carlisle Co. 38
Rowan Co 60, Boyd Co. 40
Scott 48, Deming 34
Scott Co 48, Whitley Co 34
Simon Kenton 43, Bishop Brossart 39
Somerset 49, Danville 30
St Mary 46, Heath 45
Villa Madonna 59. Beachwood 37
West Carter 58, Bath Co. 32
Whilesnlle Tnnity 62, McLean Co. 52
Woodford Co. 60, West Jessamine 42

the

"I was disappointed to hear
that Coach McCray would be

will allow

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCORES
Monday's Scores
Boys
Calloway Co. 66, Reidland as
corona Co. 52. Dime Heights 46
Clinton Co. 59, Somerset 43
Deming 79, Heritage Academy 57
Gallatin Co 89. Walton-Verona 68
Holmes 58, Conner 41
Lex. Henry Clay 69, Boone Co 66
Lou DeSmes 65, Bullitt East 54
McCreary Central 73, Taylor Co 70
Monroe Co 52. Franklin-Simpson 45
Monticello 62, Williamsburg 47
Neepon ea, Grant Co 59
Newport Central Catholic 35, Ryle 30
OWefl CO. 60. Tnmbie Co 53
Roclicasbe Co 81. Whitley Co 78
St Patrick 70, Nicholas Co 56
Girls
Lincoln Co. 46, McCreary Central 40
Anderson Co 78, East Jessamne 62
Berea 59, Eminence 15
Betsy Layne 48, Jenkins 36
Boyle Co. 62, Pulaski Southwestern 38
Breathitt Co. 61, Morgan Co 38
CarroN Co. 71, Williamstown 22
Caley Co. 55, Adair Co 46
Clay Co. 61. South Laurel 41
Dayton 57, CaNary Christian 55
Grant Co 54. Norir Oldham 36
Haden 77, Red Bird 39
Harrison Co. 48. Highlands 47

From Page 7A

Acreman also liked what she saw out
of newcomer goal keeper Tara Isbell.

Bel -
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•Cats

stronger as the spring continues."

I he highlight ol the three maiLhes was
a hat na Is [WI 101111.11111.t: tor NISt's Rebekah

Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray

EerlilBgl7PgIn-

AP
LSU's Sylvia

BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
One of LSU's more impressive
defensive showings of the season wasn't enough to stop Candace Parker.
Parker had 27 points and 13
rebounds to help No. 2 Tennessee
hold off seventh-ranked LSU for
a 56-51 victory Monday night
that also gave the Lady Vols their
14th Southeastern Conference regular-season crown.
Tennessee desperately needed
Parker's output on a night when
they were held to 31.3 percent
shooting as a team and when
Sidney Spencer managed only two
points — 10 below her average
-- on 1-of-12 shooting.
"Candace on the inside was
huge establishing the post-up game
and being aggressive to the basket," Tennessee coach Pat Summitt said. "Obviously, I am very
proud of this basketball team.
They hung really tough when
things didn't always go our way.
We came up with key rebounds
down the stretch."

average a leaguebest 13.6 offensive rebounds
per contest.
Meanwhile, UT-Martin (8-

22. 5-14) could prove to be a
threat to the Racers

senous

because of its height advantage in the post. Murray defeated the Skyhawks 78-65 on Jan.
20 at the RSEC.
-Tennessee Tech and Martin are two teams that I think,
with their size and athletic abilities at the 3, 4 and 5 (positions), present us some problems that we've had trouble with
all year." Kennedy said

fr It,
th

Uaiy Salter
MN MAO afaact

Linda Blanchard
227-9199

111Schedule
Today
CYCIJNO
9 pm.
VERSUS - TOUf of Calitornsa stage 2
Santa Rosa to Sacramento Cala
t same-day tel
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
•p.m.
ESPN — Wisconsin at Michigan si
ESPN2 — DePaul at Notre Dame
II
FSPN — LSU st Kentucky
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 p.m.
TNT — Denver at Son Antonio
t:35 pm.
TNT - Phoenix al L A Clippers
NHL HOCKEY
111 p.m
VERSUS — Philledalphke at euttaio
110CCEN
1:30 p.m.
ESP942 — UEFA Champions League,
PSV Eindhoven vs Amenal FC.
at Eindhoven. NelherMnde
4 p.m.
ESP/4 CLASSIC — UEFA champions
League Reel Merlrld CF vs Bayern
Munich at Mactild, Spain
Isame-dm Wpm

Heather Scott
stArt

MURRAY'S
NOME TEAM

A

Rich Rollins
293-1 4 1 6
:N

John Paul Nix

......1•1111•1•11.0.

22 7-6 205

%gavel Farm-it,

Mar) Browning

Bill Kopper ud

Kathy Kopperud

Staff

Principal Broker

753-6620
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Munray Ledger & Times Fair irtoderiag Act Nod.

ADJOSTMENP..Sossasers us isauemes to dulls.tau neartun oi taw am tor any WU Murray Ledger &
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ency

lanes ed De ,esponstre tor only one mornict
iral111011 My •110( mould tie retained P11,
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DEADLINES
Mond%

36

'55
37 inan 28

Fit 11 IIJA.

STIVI Saw

Fri 11 UT.

Tuesdey
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

p.m
Yon Spot
Wed. 1 p.m.
Thor 11 am.
This. 1 p.m.
1110ft 1

All real estate advertised herein is subtect to the Federal fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise any peter
enor, imitation or discnnunation based on race, color, 'el,
sion sea. handsap. familial status or national angle or
gumboil to make any such preterences hmstations or dts0111111L111011
State laws turbid discrusunabon in the oak, rental or adver
using or real estate based on tacton in addition to those pro
tested under Federal law
We will knowniglv: aocepi any advertising for real estate
whiati is not in voilanon or the law All persona are beret,
an
informed that all dwellings advertned are available
equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements,
contact NAA Counsel Rene P %lam,
1703)648-1000
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025
030
040
050
0110
070
060
100
110
120
130
140
ISO
120
160
165
180

Lige" %oboe
Notice
Personae'
Financial
Roomers% Wanted
Lost And Found
Help littarylod
Position Wanted
Domestic•Childcare
&mine% Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appaane• Pens
Went To Roy
Argon For Sale
Appliances
Home Form...longs
Antiques
Lawn & Gaol.

010
Co. 44

010

010

010
LION
Nairn

33

Lolled
Notice

Loon
Soda

Lori
Nolks
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Mobile Horne tail. Ca, Sale
Mobile Homes Fa Sate
Mobile Nomes Co. Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentate
Apartments For Rant
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rini
Stomp,%MBA
Commercial Property
Pets 4 Supplies
Lreestoce 4 Supplies
Publ1C Sale
Lana For Rant or Leese

430
435
410
445
450
455
460
470
400
465
490
405
500
510
520
530
5130
570

Real Esau
Labe Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sate
Acreage
Homo" Co. Sale
Motorcycles 410
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Verecies
tygicl Cars
Wins
Used Trucas
Camden
ildrets 4 "%tors
Services Otter%
Frea Column
Tobacco•Supplies

010

\

$8.25 Column hick 60% Discount 2nd Run,
KM Discount 3rd Run.
All

$3.35 •

3 Ads Must Run

Within b Day

1

1

\I ,-,

$88.25 First Day -20 words or less
Over 2(1 wards S.§0 each
Additio ii Consecutive trays: sal per WOT per day.,
$335 extra for topper (Mon Classifieds go into
pping Guide)
3.00 extra for blind box ads.
..1 01 ,

'I \

I

RI 1\1
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General Contractors tProspective Bidders) Note Pre-Qualification Requirements;
The ('ity of Murray is requiring all prospective bidders to be pre-qualified to bid this project before receiving plans
and specifications for the project. Pre-qualification requirements only apply to General Contractors. Pre-qualification forms can be obtained at the following address.
City of Murray:
Planning and Engineering
City Hall, 104 North 5th Street
PO. Box 1236
Murray, Kentucky 42071
270.!762-0350
Fax 270.-1
762-0331
ATTN. Dannetta Cossey
In order to be considered as a qualified bidder for this project, the prospective bidder shall submit the following documentation to the City:
1 Prospective bidders shall have been in the same business and operating under the same name for at least five
i,5i years.
2 Prospective bidders shall have completed at least three I 3i projects of similar size and scope within the last five
years.

NOTICE
All stored items in Unit B at Hwy 299 Mini
Storage have been abandoned and if all charges for
this unit are not paid in full on or before March 3,
2007, Hwy 299 Mini Storage will have legal pos**limn of all stored items an Unit B A sale date for
said items will be posted at a later date

Happy Birthday
'
The whole
world
needs to
know that
KELLIE
HARLAN
is the
big

40!!!

3 Prospective Bidders/Contractors who have contracted with the City of Murray within or during the last five $5
years and who have previously faded to perform the work in a satisfactory manner to the City of Murray andior
failed to complete the project within the contract completion time, shillala be considered qualified to bid this project.
4. Provide references of at least three i 3r Cities and/or Utility Commissions for which the prospective bidder has
completed similar projects over the last five 15 i years.

Litt (Niue,

5 Provide references of at least three 31 consulting engineers for which the prospective bidder has completed similar projects over the last five 51 years

STEVE VIDMER
( leneral Practice (il Lim Ink.

6. Furnish an experience record of prior projects.
7. Furnish a list of on-going projects currently under contract along with the associated dollar amount and pa,
centage complete for each project.
8. Provide a detailed list of available equipment, which could be used on the proposed project

RAN KRUP('Y ASSISTANCE.:
( WU:RS 7 &l'
CRIMINAL DEFENSE
1)1 VORC'EA '1 STODY
i'lZ(

9. Provide -a current financial statement.

111K IS AN Alt\ I
1)1'E

:Prospective bidders shall submit pre-qualification form and Information to: Murray City Hall, 104 North 5th Street,
...PO. Box 1236, Murray Kentucky 42071 ATTN: J.L. Barnett and also to GRW Engineers, 801 Corporate Drive,
:•Lexington, Kentucky 40503 MTN: John Langley. Clearly mark PREQUALIFICATION DOCUMENTATION FOR
::MURRAY BIOSOLIDS REDUCTION PROJECT" on outside of the envelope. Pre-qualification forms must be
:received by February 23rd. 2007 at 4:00 pm (local time, and forms submitted after this date and time will not be
.considered.
'
a Upon review of the above requested information and after a determination that the prospective bidder is satisfactory to the City, the prospective bidder will be approved to purchase plans and specifications for the project. Bidders
1;unsatisfactory. to the City shall not be provided with plans and spectfications. The prospective bidders will be note
;4ied if they have been pre-qualified within 10 days from receipt of the prequalification documentation. Notification
will be made by fax or email.
The CONTRACT DOCUMENTS, consisting of Advertisement for Bids. Instructions to Bidders, Bid, Bid Bond,
-Agreement. Notice of Award form, Notice to Proceed form, Construction Performance Bond, Construction Payment
-Bond, Sample Certificate of Insurance form, Affidavit of Assurances form. Application for Payment form, General
Conditions. Supplemental General Condition, Change Order form. Technical Specifications, Addenda, and
Drawings, may be examined at the following locations:
('ity of Murray
City Hall
'PO. Box 1236
7104 North 5th Street
- Murray, KY 42071

Reed Const. Data/ABC Plan Rooms
628 College Street
Bowling Green, KY 42101

Builders Exchange of Louisville
j 2300 Meadow Drive
:Louisville. KY 40218
j.;
r'
,.,'AGC.14cGraw-Hill Const. Dodge
e
r 1811 Cargo Court
'Louisville, KY 40299

Western Kentucky Const. AssocAGC
2201 McCracken Blvd.
P.O. Box 1059 (zip 420021
Paducah, KY 42001
AGC,McGraw-Hill Const. Dodge
6330 Knox Industrial Drive, First Floor
St. Louis, MO 63139

GRW Engineers, Inc.
[GO;Engineers, Inc
11909 Shelbyville Road, Suite 100
0 801 Corporate Drive
Louisville, KY 40243
Lexington, KY 40503
"
•Copies of the CONTRACT DOCUMENTS may be obtained at the office of GRW Engineers, NO1 Corporate Drive.
Lexington. KY 40503, upon payment of
for each set. Payment is mot refundable.

$ao

r

Bids shall be accompanied by a bid bond or a certified check in an amount equal to Lve percent i 5% , of the bid to
insure the execution of the contract for which the bid is made. In cum the bid is not accepted. the check or bid bond
will be returned to the bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse or neglect to enter into, contract with the City of Murray within ten (10, days after the time he has been notified of the acceptance of his bid,
the said check or bid bond shall be forfeited to the City of Murray as liquidated damages for the failure to do so.

-A pre-bid meeting will be held at the Bee Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant
i; Kentucky at 1000 am i local timeJ on Friday. March 2nd. 2007

at

90 C.C. Lowry Dnve, Murray,

The General Contractor is required to perform a minimum of 50% of the project work.
-No bidder may withdraw his hid for a period of ninety 1.90i days after closing time scheduled for the receipt of bids.
The City of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and all bids.
•

050
Lost rd Fork

010

Loon
No

Due to the
i; non-payment of
rent, a

PUBLIc AUCTION
will be held on

GET THIS 1111
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Saturday,
February 24 R t
0.
9AM.
.AA Mini Storage
Dinguid Dr.
'I Unit: 22, 23, 31,
107, 119

IA4•i
f 54441
weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001

\I I-

753-1752

10. Provide contact names, physical address, phone number, fax number and
.. email address.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur,
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Coles
FOUND
on
Campground
Rd
2/14/07 reddish brown
male dog No collar
759-9305

C11
.
0
AVON choose your
hours & your income
We have benefits
JOIN TODAY and get a
FREE GIFT
or
1-888-570-6498
270-761-3878
DAYS Inn Now hiring
housekeepers Apply in
person 800 am- 300
pm
517 S. 12th
Street.

II11-3,11

Help Wanted
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions: Full-time LPN.
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Brathaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOEAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following position: Part-time RN,
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package.
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at
Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 EOLAAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
CUSTOM
Cabinet
shop is seeking qualified
individuals.
Applicants must be
honest, dependable
and able to lift heavy
objects. Woodworking
knowledge preferred
but will train
270-759-9672
DIGITAL
Printer
Operator needed for
2nd shift with a growing
small business. 30
hours per week to start
with expected increase
to 40 hours per week.
This is a full-time position with benefits 4P114.
10PM Monday through
Friday
with
some
weekends Computer
experience required
Send resume and letter
application
to
of
Automated Direct Mail,
1410 North 12th St.,
Suite G, Murray, KY
42071.
JANITORIAUHOUSEposition
KEEPING
available. Full time with
benefits. Call
270-444-6472

VISA
unimma

140
Walt to Buy

lard
Norco

EMPLOYMENT
Specialist

P'ealed Bids for the Busiohdit Reduction Project at the Bee Creek WWTP in Murray, Kentucky will be received by
liar City of kturrav at City Hall 104 North 5th Street l P.O Box 2236. Murray. Kentucky 42071 until 2,00 adn., loeal
lime) on Tuesday March 13 2007 and theo_uwored and publicly read aloud in the 2nd Flour(-boned Clambers of
City Hall The proitsct involves the installation of a boeolids reduction system at Murray's Bee Creek Wastewater
Treatment Plant. The project includes installation ofthe following wailer purchased eguipment - rotary drum screen
hYdrucyclones hydroQ,clone feed pumps inerts pump screw compactor and ,aystem controls in theexisting belt filter
press building. mixers, decanter valued orifice diffusers and instrurnentanon in the cristing sludge holding tank toil
instrumentation in clarifier splitter boxes. RAS wet well and influent wet well The proocl includes the following conVector furnished and installed equmment new KAS pumkatation to deliver flow to the rotary drumn screen. and
17112010 valves and aunurtenances to complete the system The above is a general descnption and is not an all inclusive hat of protect items for which the contractor is responsible The work to be completed is detailed in the seecifiWiens and shown in the Drawing
..

Period +

column inch extra for Monde (Sho .in. Guide)
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

rumbled

1, howout hiS
:e back.
11 year,"
or ahead
St year,

Farm Equipment
Hairy Equipment
Spans Equipment
Amon:rod

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 7534027
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200
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265
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320
330
340
360
370
360
390
410
425

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for you!
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd,
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111
DRIVER
Regional Flatbed
Drivers
NOW PAYING
5.40/MILE!!!
Earn $50,000 PLUS
and 6% bonus
Home every weekend
and 1-2 times per
week!!!
6 ma tit & Class A
CDL req'd
W.V.T
800-246-6305
or apply on-line at
WWW.wvtonilne.com

ELEVATOR MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
A. Full-time, benefits.
High school graduate,
five years in the elevator trade and/or electronics, electncal, or
mechanical experience
required. Must have
valid driver's license.
Click on "Employment'
at
www.murraystate.edu
for additional information, Salary $10.79
per hour Apply at:
Human Resources,
Murray State
University, 404 Sparks
Hall, Murray, KY
42071-3312.
Women/minonfies
encouraged to apply.
EEO, /vt(F(D. AA
employer.
RANDY Thornton Co.,
Inc established in 1937
seeking Service
Technicians.
Minimum 3 years
experience in commercial & residential
HVAC Tools required
Excellent salary, benefits and retirement
package Send
resume to 802
Chestnut
St Murray. KY 42071

needed for individuals
with disabilities in
Marshall County and
surrounding counties.
Responsibilities
include case management, marketing, and
lob training. Bachelor
Degree and/or experience preferred. Please
submit resume to
Easter Seals West
Kentucky Employment
Connections 801 North
29th Street Paducah,
.,
KY 42001
Fax (270)444-0655

CASH paid tor
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.
WASTE oil wanted
Will pick up
Drum exchange
Miller D Farms LLC
(270)436-2215

Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour crisis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.

WOULD like to buy 1 or
2 acres of land with no
restrictions 10 miles
from city limits
270-978-2762
1-502-413-5636

Part-time, will train
Murray Sewing Center,
Bel-air Shopping
Center 759-8400

15" saddle Six months
old. $375
270-227-9827

REWARDING Career
Opportunity,
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent fringe benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071.
SALES AND
MARKETING
DIRECTOR
Marketing degree preferred. must be knowledgeable in golf,
Microsoft Word.
Powerpoint, Excel and
internet. Salary negotiable based on technical education and lob
experience. Fax
resume to: (731)6441386 or call (731)7070539 for lob interview

Sales Manager
Field TrainerTrainee
for our W.
Kentucky Region
Must be a leader
who can
communicate well
with others
Excellent
compensation plan.
For confidential
interview, call
Mason at:
1-618-789-1805
WE'RE Growing!! Now
taking applications for
Food Service and
Resident
Care
Assistants, Must enjoy
working with senior
adults and as a part of
a great team! Apply at
Glendale Place, 905
Glendale Road_
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Articles
For Sale

92 Cougar V-8, tach
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires.
loaded $2.575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
ANTIQUE
Messner
upright piano with
bench Excellent condition. $300
270-354-9082
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV
Local people, cornpetitve prices Wood
Electronics Court
Square
Murray 753-0530
ENCLOSED trailer,
7x14. ramp door
53.750 753-1816
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system.
Satellite
Amenca's Top 60 chanonly
nels
for
$19.99/rno. Get your
of
HBO,
choice
Cinemax. Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite,
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions,
Plasma, LCD. DLP, &
CRTs. Brands
by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC We also
have, a large selection
of enterte,tnment centers & TV — carts
Beasley TV 759-0901

Calloway Count\,
'ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350

CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H. 759-9553

iusiness
MilOpportunity
FLOWER shop inven&
tory
fixtures.
Everything from silks to
walk-in cooler Senous
inquiries call
270-293-9294

MOM COMPUTERS
Ac Certified Technician
Service; repairs.
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

JET 3 Ultra power
chair. Almost new! We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
reasonable
prices
$400
to
$2,000
(270)753-7113
U.S. Silver dollars and
silver certificates. Must
sell. 293-6999

Premier
walk-in bath
6 months old
$3,000 OBO
Paid $6,700
489-2145

Call us we will be
glad to help.

Murray Ledger
& Times
270-753-1916

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On the Square Me,rth

(270) 753-1713
Antiques
ANTIQUE bed for sale,
$650 270-227-9827
190
Pam Equip**
42 Pony with cart
2006 Case IH 0-40
2006 Bush Hog Loader
2006 Bush Hog 72"
cutter 2006 Bush Hog
72" tiller 270-753-5959
••••=.

Reseed
FIREWOOD for sale
$50 a rick delivered
436-2619
270
Mobile Homes For We
1971 2 BR 12x50 with
attached carport and
screened in front
porch $2.500 OBO
753-9441
1995 16x80 3BR 2BA.
Must
be
moved
$16,000 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots, movein ready, Almo area,
(1) 60)(28 ft. doublewide,(l) 76x16 singlewide. Call
(270) 293-5914
2006 MODEL CLOSE
OUT!!! SWs & DWsrll
These home have gc
to go!!! Prices
slashedm
731-584-9109
2BR on 1/2 acre
fenced in lot. 3-1/2
miles
from
town
$11,500. 753-6012
'98 Chandelur 16x80
4BR 2BA, all appliances, C(1-1/A, factory
fireplace and stereo.
Very clean. $18.500.
Will rent lot to the nght
person. 227-3515
AWESOME 5BR 3BA
with huge living room &
kitchen!! Price reduced
to sell!! Call now!!
731-584-9429
GOT LAND? ZERO
DOWN!! Bring your
deed & pick out your
home today!!! Owner
financing!!
731-584-9430

$110 per month. Newe
homes only 492-8488

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR 1BA 1-1(2 blocks
from MSU $195 plus
deposit
No
pets
References required
759-0632 after 5
1BR apartment. All
appliances furnished
including washer and
dryer Available now
$295 plus deposit. Pets
allowed with additional
deposit. 759-8780
1BR apt. Partial utilities, $215 plus deposit.
753-2934
1BR near MSU, other
locations available
appliances Colemar
RE 753-9898
28R apartments available Great location 1
year lease. 1 month
deposit, no pets
753-2905
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
'`,3-9898

CLASSIFIEDS
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
Dr,,e • Murray, KY 421C I
270-753-24556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
ale and Iv.. Bedroom Apartments
( entre/ [feat and An
Acsetein)i Applications

hd*c.b lariats Cecil

144-011-1

Del

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

.,6

t Hit and I

heart /Ill apartments

11i appliant t furnished Water. sewer. trash,
and able IS irk lotted in rent Sesurits
(Ha- cal lease NO PE I S'
,tcps'sii icso

270-767-9111
va‘i‘i.murraykyapartments.com

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

460
homes For Sale
country
Home
7 69 acres
Dr
Douglas
1870
Road $210K For more
info 8. pictures email to
trukdog 4 wk net
FOR sale and/or lease
3 Bedroom brick house
al
96
Cores
Campground Road in
Sale price
Wordy
S116900 or 1 year
"iI,ri4jfl lease at $850
ninth plus deposit
Call 800 542 2827 or
Both
951 964-0182
are -firm- pr,clogs

CLOSURE' 3B13
. Y9765 For list

I :HF

,-'305601951 ext

320
Apartments For Rent

Storage Rentals

o it McW) C I-1 A
; di f C ilemari
If
s-9898

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

il aupli
1.entrai H A Ask
move in free
Coleman RE
,
'4848

: 4(32RA

•`

r'L new, lEiR apt, all
lances Brooklyn
r
435 4382
r
..,• ,message

Noss icnting
Located a '2' S 4th St
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
PREMIER
MINIS TORAGE
firn
•It
3.1(4e
alarmeil

LIVE Oak Apts
Newly
IRR $2,30 Li,
BF4 $34,, hi
ilnh 54

3

193-4183 759-1506
INUMILDIA IL

DEBT RELIEF
we will bus sour
11011w or fakt;t1Ver

your pas ments
Call 761-4558,
ask fin Kristin.

470
Motorcycles & ATY s

aolt.

tl

- 3303'

'

11 A

, a A,

Ox ollOOt
-'43 1301
Yara'at a Eil ual

'4
Commonest Prop For Rent
4

r

than ,' 1-milks

1,1.

I..,

I

BUILDING For Sale'I(H3irarraha
•
S3a, Warrior Miditigh
1

753-8221

Ak

SRO
4 RR 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr

READY to Move in
now construction
tJnder $200 000 3 bdr
1 nath covered front
Teat neighbor
rood We have other
propert.m, c0,0 call
today 293 0139

.4i, toll
•4P nor'I

I

',hat

tItel tn'
4444

01

490
Used Cars
RED OAKS APTS
Special
nttt

"3

lease in
Either
sq ft Call

. HP $4'
Call Today'
753-8668
Pets I Supplies

.33N1`.34f

;
;

330
Rooms For Rent

'

tqg,

t
1, , last
"

StiLl

II,
51

Livestock & Supplies

340
/12tiSMI For Rent

11r.,
430

b,yota Camry
Solara
000 miles
2'i3105-7?
C
204" f
Daewr,0,3
Legarza 'A 4 r3...tIr
AC PW PL
OHIO
$,'
n0C

,It

'

lie

'4

Real Estate
311.

2005 Dodge 1 500 4fir
1.VVB 608. titt cruise
CD tow package Lake
new $14 000 OBO
"36814
Dodge Fidfr edMte
.'
t_SVB auto power
.liierinq brakes 39k
"
,00 2701435-4305

FOR SALE
2002 WE
Sierra 1500 4x4
E tended Cob
511 171

II

I all 753.'952
after 5:30
ongir
in ntoitti ii-to make
cur l WON:PPM-0

teif-4 itiA
r c4e,

r,

14,0
, amps

`d Al tipqradeil
rArrnnq AtiR IBA
house in
Panorama Shores
AlIt A
S,400 month plus
leb.osit Available
.•t.aweliataily
l'n1S67 93:1
tleferencec tequ.red

14—

115.(1,171i.
,
I 'tit,
VFW' ThIS flowsparpf.
'a
iry
d
I
ostate which is
r'its in of the law
reade.s are hereby
amp,'
trial
all
Iweilings alverticed ri
this newspaper are
available or an equal

opponunity basis'

11E Hi hot st•
\co I ot
%lily I muliti
ash or lerms
1 .111 761-110'111,

q.‘ Ford Ranger 2 3
.0, extended nab
1300 miles $3200
OBO 270 293 5067
270 291 5068
270
'h70101

1988 Chevy pickup 1 2
Ion short wheel base
4 31 V6 one owner
very dnorl condition
wth r, pper Call
270 759-3073
1965 Chevy
flatbed $600

1

In

293-4944

'51 7668
V , cm** Store and
I. presently has
•
84.4014
"‘ ,`40c ckr 753 '536

Ammo

Leaf molt hale, &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Salisfarilen guaranteed

A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY

remodeling & all electrical needs Licensed &
insured 978-2758

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Remodeling, additions,
porches. decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage, Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(2701 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Horoscope

BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, vinyl laminate
hardwood and tile
293-9340
CM C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair 8
coverings, siding
— FREE ESTIMATES—
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson wk net

Ceramic and Stono
Tiler Installation
Hardwood & Laminate
Flooring Instaiied
Bathroom Remodeling
Quality work telr prices

437-31 32

by Jacqueline Blgar

here. Tonight: A force to be dealt
with.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** A discussion with a
partner could be more important
than you realize. Loosen up and
relax with different options.
Respect others views, and
you'll find that this is a mutual
the
process.
Relax
with
"no' [night fie
Learning to
moment. Tonight Follow the
instrumental Reallie H iturgoals
music.
and dim t gel tangled up in other
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Fuel ple s iihiectises Your career **** Let others make the first
move, and you might be a lot
attention. especially as
happier. Perhaps what you
a,SOl
l01.111.1
dltilCUII It
imagined is far from the reality
.11C single.
meet peoof what is really happening, Put
ple easil. Others find you
with a
delightful. hut '.s ill HiiU (tilt! aside special time to deal
particular pal or loved one
them equalls attrastise It Hill
Tonight Enjoy being a duo.
are attached. ‘lout I get into
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
urine,es.ar H it g un lents
*** Dive into work. You will
ot till think dillerent
that B.
want to get a lot done, and
Is ReNpet.1
our dliterellk.i
, quickly at that. Midafternoon.
rather than argue about them
whether you planned it or not,
R II Still ,tist
'
getting together with others
stars -- be it a meeting or a
I he Stars Shoo the Kind of friendly get-together. See what
others put on your plate.
Day lou'll Have: S Dynanot
15.sitlYc.
2-So-so. Tonight: Choose from all your
invitations.
I !Mt is uilt
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
In the a rn . follow ***** Your creativity adds to
even the most serious tasks,
through on what you know is
You laugh and relax with others
Important. The planets shine on
In fact, you might be the only
you, giving you adaptability and
reason they are relaxing. A disvision An investment could
cussion helps many see the
seem a bit extravagant. Don't
other side of the question.
hesitate to use your charm
Tonight Relax -- you deserve it.
Tonight- Treat yourself to that
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
special item.
*** If you can work from
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** In the morning, you might home, you will get more done. If
you can take the day off, please
be slow to get going. but you II
do.
Even you. the workhorse of
still accomplish a lot considering
the zodiac, need a timeout
your snail's pace By midday.
Make plans with a friend or
you have a surge of energy Its
loved one. Tonight, Try to enjoy
important to have a discussion
yourself.
before you make a decision or
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
take action. Tonight Whatever
**** Your words trigger
pleases you
magic in another's brain.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Without realizing it, you disarm
*** Aim for more of what you
someone Friendship prevails.
want Consider options that surLater on, you might need to shut
round a friendship You might
down some of your sunny pernot be in sync with a boss, but
sonality It you are to get anyyou don t have to have a disthing done Tonight, Curl up with
agreement Sometimes "yes" is
a good book.
appropriate
response
the
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Tonight Get some extra R and
*** Make sure you actually
have what you think is in your
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
wallet and checking account.
**** Others often seek you
Start the morning organized,
out for advice but in reality they
and you can relax as the day
want you to take more responsiCommunication stars.
ages
bility The answer to this situaChats, even in the hallway,
tion lies within you. Do you have
could be important. Tonight:
enough time? Does this matter
Hang out
mean something to you?
Tonight
Get together with
BORN TODAY
friendS
Poet W H Auden 119071 actor
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Kelsey Grammer (1955) singer
**** Try to eyeball the comCharlotte Church (1986)
plete situation Realize others
•••
often cannot grasp where you
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
are corning from, which is part
Internet at http://www.jacqueof the problem Be willing to
linebigar.com
explain piece by piece You also
(c) 2007 by King Features
might need to take the lead
Syndicate Inc.
11APP1
BIRTH1)Alt
for
Wednesday. Feb. 21. 2007:
car
Milian-is this
Your
Fhis energy sannot and will not
he denied in the following
months Be careful about an
intiile tendency to oserspend or
oserboard Estremes of all
native vc ill seem to IC11111t !.4.11.1

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business at Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Cal Now!

753-6069
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

lithitars
14 ft Polar Kraft 28 HP
Manner trolling motor,
depth finder jackets
$950 Pistol 40 cal .
Glock new $170

Ma

Murray'sSource For The Most
Up-To-Date HomeFashions
Drapery Specialty Rods • Custc Bierdrchng.,
Upholstery • Design ServicetAvailabla.1

Li
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd iobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

t..1111,1111,
id vaiik

Senior trien,11.
753-4_444• 227-rii44

I)SW
I/A I WING

S I OCKI).1 I
I. k\Ds( \HS(•
IRI I I \ It \I

voirk at a
icasiinahle pike

I owed &Amur,
226-05115 • 435-42112

Carnpbe41 Realty
i2701979 1172

Ii lawn and

For all
lan,1

293-6369

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured 489-

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971'
•Carpets .Upholstery
-Emergency Water
Removal •Cruick
Drying
Free Estimates

2839

WASTE.
\GEMENT

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities_

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve

METAL installed on
houses and barns
Damn
N
Contact
phone 270-752-0414

Please

No Phone Calls

Astronaut's brother, CCHS
principal, Eating Awareness
Week on 'Roundabout Murray'
Carl McNair, president ot the
McNair
Dr.
Ronald
E.
Foundation, will be discussing
his recently' published book, "In
the Spirits of Ronald E. McNair
Astronaut an American Hero.The tOundation was named in
honor ol. his brother who died
aboard
the Space Shuttle
Challenger on Jan. 28, 1986.
The book can be purchased at
vs w wionaldmcnair.org and all
money raised helps support the
Ronald E. McNair Scholarship
hiundation.
Yvette Pyle. principal of
Calloway County High School,
recently was awarded Principal
the Year. Pyle is honored to
receive this award and feels that
it should belong to everyone at
Calloway County High School
due to their hard work and great
achievements. She was nominated by Steve Hoskins, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools,
Jane Etheridge, director of
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753-5827

• weekly & spcsial pickups
• locally cis% ned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

State
University
Murray
WOmen's Center. will be promoting the upcoming Eating
Awareness Week, Feb. 25March 3 and Celebrate Women's
The
theme
is
Month.
"Celebrating EN. ery Body.Roundabout Murray. the
weekly 30-minute s ideo magazine of Murray State University.
brings you up-to-date with area
events. Every week Jim Caner
will bring you the accomplishments of the community with
guests front the local region.
Roundabout Murray airs
Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 p.m.
on MSC TV. I
on -'("A"
Wednesdays at I 1:31) p.m.. on
New
Wave (Channel
19)
Sundays at 8 a.m.. and
MediaComm serving the cities
of Murray. Mayfield, Benton
and Calvert City and the counties of Calloway. Graves and
Marshall on Wednesdays at 5
p.m.
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Key Kar Rental
Cali Don c-Ldatt!

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
0 Faughn Used Cars
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When Selling Your Home!
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leachers make a (lit turerue in
our live." It there is 3 special
educator in your lite honor
that person through the
Teachers Who Made a Thfierence
program

Teachers
WHO MADE A
DIFFERENCE

,a %A V1.111,%.1.1ill

S39-2;"-21416

UK
\

436-2867 Lamb's
Professkonai Tree
Service Complete tree
removal etc Insured

. 14
• Pt
Travi
sa,
di
miin gsfitu

JOE'S JOBS

ces Oflarad

have buyers for Hunt
rug land
Caa Larry Newton

Mur

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
At returns filed eiectronically.

492-6322
'warehousing
MSU $2050

L&M
LAWN MIMIC E

1 Stop Construction,
New homes, add-ons,

2BA

38R

white rock
436-2113
Dozer work 8 Track
hoe
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters,
junk 8 tree work

Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

for details

rntiporry M14 page

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,

Slid- Vt est's Largest Indoor Boat EXP()
Paducah, Kentucky • March 2, 3,4
Expo Center beside the Executive Inn
Fri.: 4-9 • Sat.: 10-8 • Sun.: 11-4
All types of boats from 10' to 38'
For detaiLs, call (270)362-8343

35 Acres w 12 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80& 1346 87
miles from 641 8 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext 120

Murray Ledger & Times,

408 S 12th
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10 years age
Published is a picture of Bill
Travis and Bill Hall, motorcydists from Mayfield, taking a few
minutes to stretch their legs during a ride through Kirksey. They
are pictured in front of a building, which is a replica of the
Alamo. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Lady Tigers won 53-48
over Graves County Eagles with
high scorers being Becky Greene
for Murray and Sarah Higdon for
Graves: Murray Tigers lost 80-81
to Fulton City with Kenney Hammonth high scorer for Murray.
Murray State University Racers won 83-57 over Eastern
.Maroons in a basketball game
with Deteri Mayes high scorer for
Murray.
20 years ago
Max Dowdy was sworn in as
commonwealth detective for Calloway County by Judge David
Buckingham. Dowdy is a former
deputy sheriff of Calloway County..
Murray State University Racers lost 90-76 and Lady Racers
lost 101-83 to teams from Middle Tennessee State University in
basketball games. High team scorers for Murray were Jeff Martin
and Sheila Smith.
In high school basketball games
Murray High School Lady Tigers
lost 45-44 to Hickman County
Lady Falcons with Jennifer Parker as high scorer for Murray:
Murray Tigers lost 66-56 to Graves
County Eagles with Mark West
high scorer for Murray.
Births reported include a boy
to Tarnmie and Tommy Crane. a
girl to Sherry and Jeff Koeba and
a girl to Ann and James Erwin,
Feb. 17.
30 years ago
Walter L Apperson, publisher.

and R. Gene McCutcbeon, editor,
of the Murray Ledger A Times,
and Charles (Chuck) Shuffett, former owner and manager of Radio
Station WNBS, were presented
with certificates of achievement
by the Murray State University
ROTC Department at a luncheon.
Marlene Farrell was crowned
as Murray High School Homecoming Football Queen at the basketball game with Murray Tigers
winning 68-64 over Symsonia.
Raymond Sims was high scorer
for Murray. Attendants to the
queen were Keane Gregory and
Tammy Boone.
Calloway County High School
Lakers lost 99-56 to Cairo Pilots
in a basketball games at Cairo.
HI. Mike Wells was high scorer
for the Lakers.
40 years ago
The 13th annual production of
Campus Lights is now being presented at Murray State University Lovett Auditorium. This is sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota and
Phi Mu Alpha music organizations. Local students performing
include Becky Moore, Paula
Allbritten, Jan Jones, Gail Cherry, Ben
Goode
and
Joyce
Yarbrough.
In high school basketball games,
Murray Tigers won 68-57 over
South Marshall Rebels with high
scorers being Vic Dunn for Tigers
and Jimmy Klapp for Rebels: Calloway Lakers won 73-59 over
Lowes Blue Devils with high scorers being Stan Key for Lakers
and Larry Duncan for Blue Devils.
50 years ago
Published are a story and picture of Jesse J. Roberts who retired
as mail carrier for Rt. 3, Murray.
after 32 years of service. He started with the Postoffice March 1.
1925.
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Comm/Rams
Cornhusker fans have their
Clean dentures regularly
priorities straight on game day
for fresh breath
DEAR ABBY: When I first
read the letter from "Wounded Bride" (Jan. 6), whose father
left immediately after her wedding ceremony to watch a football game on television, I
thought, "What an insensitive,
inconsiderate boor!" However,
when I saw

airs

6 p.m.

.m., on

!I

.

19)
and

e cities
Benton

C coon-

:es and

,!s at 5

BABY

ES 1_

in United States v. Peters, ruled
the power of the federal government is greater than that of any
individual state.
In 1839, Congress prohibited
dueling in the District of Columbia.
In 1907, President Theodore
Roosevelt signed an immigration
act which excluded "idiots, imbeciles,feebleminded persons, epileptics, insane persons" from being
admitted to the United States.
In 1944, during World War II,

football fanaticism has become.
Read on:

signa-

Bride

in

Nebraska," I
laughed.
born

By Abigail
Van Buren

ly

and

their son

planned

the

marriage

around

the
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Dear Abby

believe me when I say that
"Husker" is the state religion.
Some close friends recent-

was

of the

population
in Nebraska
obsessed with

who are not
football is definitely

in the

minority. It has reached the
point where weddings, birthday celebrations, anniversaries
-- even women's C-sections
are planned around the Corn-

is

BRENDA

IN

AURORA,

COLO.
DEAR ABBY: It was the
bride's own fault for scheduling her wedding during a gameday Saturday. Having grown
up in Nebraska, I can tell you
there are Catholic priests and
Protestant ministers who refuse

and juvenile, but it's the reality if you choose to live in

to perform weddings on game
day. Repairmen refuse to come

Nebraska. What her father did

until the game is over. My
wife is a nurse, and when she

was wrong, yet he probably
was never taught anything different. I'd cut the guy some
slack. -- REFORMED CORNNOW

IN

worked in the hospitals there,

over. Nothing in Nebraska is
more important -- at least in

DEAR REFORMED:I told
"Wounded Bride" (in essence)
that her father might have been

their minds. It's actually one
of the reasons we moved away.
-- FORMER NEBRASKAN IN

trying to send her a message
about his feelings about her

TEXAS

FAN,

U.S. bombers began raiding German aircraft manufacturing centers in a series of attacks that
became known as -Big Week."
In 1965, the Ranger VIII spacecraft crashed on the moon after
sending back thousands of pictures of the lunar surface.
In 1987, a bomb blamed on
the Unabomber exploded behind
a computer store in Salt Lake
City, seriously injuring store owner
Gary Wright.

S.02D

ment home and do not wish to
offend the residents. My 82year-old mother also has this
problem.
DEAR READER: I'm not
sure patients in nursing homes
listen to me or anyone else!
But you are correct: Poor dental hygiene is a chronic problem in this population.
I don't have any magical fix
for this situation, except to say
that elderly patients should
remove their dentures for cleaning at least once a day. After
all, we expect them to shower
regularly, clean themselves after
defecating and change clothes
appropriately. Why not include
the dental cleansing as a routine expectation? They could
easily dump the china choppers

she knew of doctors who put
off patients until the game was

MASSACHUSETTS

HUSKER

the full or
partial plate.
Halitosis is
By
very offenDr. Peter Gott sive and very
difficult to
address. I am concerned about
the social aspect, also. My understanding and instruction about
bacteria and halitosis caused by
these factors is going unheard.
Could you please expound on
this problem. I know they will
listen to you!
Thank you for not using my
name. I am a nurse in a retire-

Dr. Gott

just a typical Husker fan. --

huskers' schedule.
This may seem ridiculous

Todayinilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Feb. 20, the
51st day of 2007. There are 314
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 20. 1962. astronaut
John Glenn became the first American to orbit the Earth, flying
aboard Friendship VII.
On this date:
In 1792, President George
Washington signed an act creating the U.S. Post Office.
In 1809, the Supreme Court,

when I penned my answer, I
no idea how pervasive

had

DEAR ABBY: Although I
feel her pain, I had to chuckture, le. We just moved back to
"Wounded
Colorado from Nebraska, and
the

ty
y

DEAR DL GMT: In my
work with seniors, I have noted
that many are negligent of oral
hygiene. Because of a loss of
the sense of smell, some will
deny the necessity of removing
the denture plate to cleanse the
gums. I have
encountered
several elderly folks who
believe
a
swish
of
water in the
morning will
remove
residue left
on and under

marriage, but she should try
to forgive him and concentrate
on building a successful life
with her spouse. Of curse,

DEAR ABBY: My in-laws'
anniversary was in the fall,
and we had to plan their 60th
on a weekend other than game
day or many guests would not
have come. Heck, my fatherin-law might not have come!
They played the Nebraska fight
song at his funeral, and every-
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ness, it isn't just Nebraska football, fans. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: The only
day we could have our wedding was the day of the PittPenn State game -- a big deal
here in western Pennsylvania.
At our reception, those guests
who weren't in the bar glued
TV

had

headphones

plugged into their ears, either
cheering or groaning at inappropriate times. -- MARTHA
IN CHICORA, PA.
DEAR ABBY: Brides-to-be
in Oklahoma who schedule their
weddings on an Oklahoma University Sooner game-day

urday

When declarer has a choice of
plays to make, the order in which he
makes them is often of critical
importance.
Here is a typical situation. South
wins the diamond lead and has three
different plays to consider. He can
take a spade finesse, a heart finesse
or lead a club to the king.
Since there is no urgeocy about
leading spades or clubs. South starts
by taking a trump finesse. If West has
the king. South". troubles are over.
110WeV01-. East wins dummy's jack
with the king and returns a diamond.

Sat-

can expect low atten-

dance. It may not be right,
but it's true. -- SOONER FAN

L.c NI ID IE)

IN OKLAHOMA CITY
DEAR ABBY: In Texas, we
schedule funerals so as not to

BIG SMILE,001 I WANT TO TAKE
A PICTURE OF YOU WITH MY
NEW
PEN

NoTo

interfere with our college football games. That bride knew
her father's habits. She should
have had the wedding on a
different date. -- ANOTHER
FATHER'S OPINION

5

your "thermostat" may be over
ly sensitive. I recommend that
you have an examination by
your family doctor and blood testing to check your thyroid levels.
If you weighed 325 pounds.
would attribute your heat intolerance to obesity. However, you
are slim, maybe jittery at times
and have a rapid pulse. Hyperthyroidism is your problem until
proven otherwise.
Appropriate blood tests should
confirm my impression that your
thyroid gland is to blame.

COODOCIBridge

one cried. -- HUSKER FAN,
ROCKLIN, CALIF.
DEAR READERS: In fair-

to the

into a cleaning solution, such
as peroxide. as part of their
morning (or evening) activities.
Even just a rinsing under the
hot-water faucet would work
wonders. In training the elderly residents, nurses should insist
on 100 percent cooperation. I'll
bet that within a few days, the
dental policy will be accepted
and the staff will not have to
cope with severe halitosis.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a
slim 78-year-old female. I can't
seem to regulate body heat, and
it's been going on for months.
Sometimes I feel as if I'm burning up. Twice this past week.
I've been in social situations in
which I feel so hot I can hardly stand it. I've asked others if
they thought the room was hot.
They said yes, but they had on
heavier clothing than mine(some
wore jackets) and didn't seem
desperate as was I. I had on a
lightweight summer shirt and cotton skin. I also get hot when
I am under stress (making a
phone call or reading the paper).
I get so hot reading under a
lamp that 1 end up ,pulling off
my outer clothilael have air
conditioning but have to walk
around the condo with as little
on as possible. I don't know if
this burning-up feeling 0 relat
ed to an ailment; if it is, l's
never heard of it.
DEAR READER: Althougl

Declarer wins, plays a trump to the
queen and ruffs a diamond. This
brings him to the point where he
must decide whether to broach the
clubs or spades next.
It should not take South long to
see the advantage in leading a spade
and finessing the queen,even though
he has only a singleton spade. In the
actual deal, the spade finesse wins
and assures the contract. since South
can discard a club on the ace of
spades. He later loses two club tncks,
hut winds up making four. However,
as can be seen, if declarer tackles
clubs ahead of spades. he loses three
clubs and goes down one,
There are two good reasons for
taking the spade finesse before leading clubs. First. it costs nothing to trs..
the finesse If it is unsuccessful,
declarer loses a spade trick unnecessarily, but is sure to get the trick back
because the ace of spades is still
available to take care of one of his
club losers. The transaction amounts
loan exchange of losers.
But the chief reason for playing
spades first is that if the finesse fails,
South retains his chance that West
may have the ace of clubs, while if
he tacklt.s clubs first and the ace is in
the wrong hand, he goes down with a
club return by East. By tackling
spades before clubs, South thus gives
himself two chances to make the
contract instead ofjust one.
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1 Cave dweller
4 Doctorate
exams
9 '- TOO'
12 Web suffix
13 Madonna role
14 Poetic tribute
15 Left Bank pal
16 Counting-rhyme
start
17 Linger
18 Sell Eden goods
20 Labrador pros
21 Or aunt
23 'Obviously,"
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28 '0h-uh"
30 As often thought
32 Mellows
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35 Legendary
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TELEVISION
Forensics anthropologist scheduled for
Gary Boggess Distinguished Lecture

11i • luesdaay. Irbnuiry 20, 2007
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along with being able to aid
police by reconstructing laces
Ill the deceased front skull
fragments. has earned her a
reputation as an international
even on human anatomy
Notable CaSCS such as the
standoff near Waco. Te
between the FBI and Branch
Dasidians. the Oklahoma City
homburg. and the World Trade
Center terronst attack are part
It Craig's credentials. Her dedication, protessionalisnri and
knowledge played key roles in
eaa h es ent
topic. at Murray State
Anthropology
is l'orensit

From the Cnnie Scene to the
Courtroom." The event is scheduled for March 5 at 4:30 p.m.
In the Freed-Curd Auditorium,
located in the Collins Center
for Industry and Technology
on campus.
The annual Crary Boggess
Distinguished
Lecture
was
established and named in honor
of the former dean of the college of science, engineering
and technology. Boggess gave
many years of service to Murray State University, improving the quality of education
for its students
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Miss Spring

7

Continuing a 33-year tradition,
t lit Murray Ledger & Times is excited to begin
the selection process of Miss Spring 2007.
Senior girls from Murray & Calloway County
Schools who would like to be considered for
the honor must meet the following criteria:

• Senior girl from Murray High
or Calloway County High
• Current GPA of 3.0 or above
• Demonstrated leadership in both school
& community activities
• Submission of essay & photos
• Individual interview process (for finalists only)
Please see your principalfor application
packets detail or more information.
t Ii information must be submitted to your principal
no later than Noon on Friday, March 2, 2007.
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